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MARTINGALES ON MANIFOLDS AND GEOMETRIC ITO CALCULUS 

Summary 

This work studies properties of stochastic processes taking 
values in a differential manifold M with a linear connection r, or 
in a Riemannian manifold with a metric connection. 

Part A develops aspects of Ito calculus for semimartingales 
on M, using stochastic moving frames instead of local co-ordinates. 
New results include: 

-a formula for the Ito integral of a differential form along a 
semimartingale, in terms of stochastic moving frames and the 
stochastic development (with many useful corollaries); 

- an expression for such an integral as the limit in probability 
and in L2 of Riemann sums, constructed using the exponential map; 

- an intrinsic stochastic integral expression for the 'geodesic 
deviation', which measures the difference between the stochastic 
development and the inverse of the exponential map; 

-a new formulation of 'mean forward derivative' for a wide class 
of processes on M. 

Part A also includes an exposition of the construction of non-degen- 
erate diffusions on manifolds from the viewpoint of geometric Ito 
calculus, and of a Girsanov-type theorem due to Elworthy. 

Part B applies the methods of Part A to the study of 'r-mart- 
ingales' on M. It begins with six characterizations of r-martingales, 
of which three are new; the simplest is: a process whose image under 
every local r-convex function is (in a certain sense) a submartingale, 
However to obtain the other characterizations from this one requires 
a difficult proof. The behaviour of r-martingales under harmonic 
maps, harmonic morphisms and affine maps is also studied. 

On a Riemannian manifold with a metric connection r, a r-mart- 
ingale is said to be L2 if its stochastic development is an L2 
r-martingale. We prove that if M is complete, then every such process 
has an almost sure limit, taking values in the one-point compact- 
ification of M. ' No ' curvature' conditions are required. (After this 
result was announced, a simpler proof was obtained by P. A. 'Meyer, 
and a partial converse by Zheng Wei-an. ) 

The final chapter consists of a collection of examples of 
r-martingales, e. g. on parallelizable manifolds such as Lie groups, 
and on surfaces embed9ed in R3. The final example is of a r-mart- 
ingale on the torus T (I' is the Levi-Civita connection for the 
embedded metric) which is also-a martingale in R3. 
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FREQUENTLY USED NOTATION 

I. General notation 

A. Manifolds and derivatives 

1. Rn means n-dimensional Euclidean space, usually abbrev- 
iated to E. 

2. L(E; E) means the vector space of linear maps from a 
Euclidean space E to a Euclidean space E'. 

3. Df(. ) and D2f (. ) , for a C2 map f: E -+ E; stand for the 

first and second derivatives of f. 

4. If M and N are manifolds, and p: M f N, f: N f R1 (or Rn) 

are suitable maps, the following terms have their custom- 

ary meanings, as explained in Lang [23] : 

TM , Txcp (x E M) ,Tyf (y E N) , Tcp ,fo tp (composition), 

cp*f' df , cp*df 

B. Stochastic processes 

Regard a stochastic process as a map X: [O, co) xf{ some 

measurable space }. Then X may also be written (Xt), and 
for each t, X(t,. ) may be written 

Xt , or X (t) , or X(. ) 

See §0.4 and §0.5 for more notation. 

II. Specific notation 

Next to each symbol is the section where an explanation 
may be found. 

Hom (TM; G) : §0.1 

r(. ) : §0.2 
rýk . §0.2 

vrý , Vdf : §0.1 #§0.2 
(Vdf (x)) ij : §0.2 

G1(E) : §0.3 

Pos(E) : §0.3 

Iln11X : §0.3 
j YdZ : §0.4 

fY0 dZ : §0.4 
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f (dX®dX) : §0.4 

<X, Y> : §0.4,6. 

f JdX : §0.4 

j H(dX@dX)"p : §0.4 

[Z] : §0.4 
j (rl (X) o U)dZ : §0.5 

jV (x)(UdZ®UdZ) : §0.5 
f (Uf)dZ : §0.5 

(s) 
In: 

t- 
§0.6 

x 0 
(S) J 

K. Xt 
tJ : §0.6 

0 

(S)fX n: §0.6 
(S)IK. 

X r: §0.6 

(s) fx (p*n : §0.6 

(r) jx 
tn: §0.7 

o 
(r) 

SK. 

Xt 
n: §0.7 

0 

(r)f n: §0.7 

gl(E) : §1.1 

p: L(M) -º M: §1.1 

Le(. ) : §1.1 

Lr 
: §1.1 

U: §1.2 

Z: §1.2 

Li : §1.2 

p: O(M) -+M : §1 .5 
A-metric : §2.1 

MU{6} : §2.2 

W(1ß) : §2.2 

13(W(1q)) : §2.2 

(Ct) : §2.2 

ct : §2.2 

expx1 : §3.1 

V: §3.1 

G (u, u-) : §3.2 

Au : §3.2 

DH(t) : §4.1 

DX(t) : §4.2 

(W, W' , f) : §5.1 

m2 : §7.3 
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INTRODUCTION 

We shall now give a broad idea of the mathematical 

context and purpose of this work, and of the methods used. 
The reader is invited to consult the opening section of 

each chapter for a more detailed review of the chapter's 

contents. 

A. Context 

In the last thirty years the theory of stochastic 
differential equations and martingales in R1 and in Banach 

spaces has developed into a powerful and coherent body of 
knowledge. The state of the art (1982) may be seen in the 
books of Metivier and Pellaumail [26] on stochastic 
integration, of Stroock and Varadhan [34] and of Ikeda and 
Watanabe [15] on diffusion processes, and of Jacod [17] 

on semimartingale calculus. The concept of martingale, 
defined in terms of conditional expectation, seems to 
'belong naturally to the context of linear spaces. However 

there are several reasons for wishing to study martingales 

on manifolds: 

(1) They are a natural generalization of the idea of 
diffusions without drift. Diffusions on manifolds are 

already of interest because they are closely related to 

the study of second-order elliptic operators on manifolds, 

and so are of interest in differential geometry (harmonic 

maps) and in mathematical physics (e. g. Quantum Mechanics 

on manifolds; see [381, [39]). 

(2) Manifold- and Lie group-valued processes occur for 

example in geophysics (geomagnetism), 'biology [7] , solid- 

state physics [5] , and control theory [4] . The present 

work has no direct application to these fields, but it offers 

an approach to manifold-valued processes which may be 

useful elsewhere. 
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B. Purpose 

This work arose out of a desire to understand the 

nature and properties of "T-martingales" (martingales on 

a manifold with a connection r). We give below character- 
izations of these processes (§5), examples(§8), and study 
their convergence properties (§7) and behaviour'. -under-maps 
(§6). 

A tricky proof in §5 hecessitated the development 

of an approximation theorem for the Ito integral of a 
differential form along a semimartingale. My work in this 

area forced me to think about "geodesic deviation", and 

eventually to calculate it without taking a local chart. 
The results are presented in §3. 

Early calculations were all performed in local 

co-ordinates. It was K. D. Elworthy who suggested that I 

try to develop a stochastic calculus in which local 

co-ordinates. appear only at the beginning, and intrinsic 

expressions thereafter. This programme has been successful, 

and the results appear in'§1. (In fact Theorem 1.2.2 (a) 

is the only result in the whole work whose proof requires 
the taking of local charts! ) The dominant tool in this 

work is the stochastic moving frame. The power of this 

calculus is shown in §2, where the construction of 

non-degenerate diffusions on M reduces to a few easy 

geometric calculations; we also give Elworthy's version 

of the Girsanov Theorem. Another spin-off is a concise 

account of mean forward derivatives for processes on a 

manifold (§4). 

C. Techniques and background 

The reader is assumed to know the language of differen---. 

tial manifolds - any textbook will do. As far as geometry 
is concerned, it suffices to know the following parts of 
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Kobayashi and Nomizu [20]: 

Chapter I, §5; Chapter II, §1, §2, §3; Chapter III, §1; 

§2, §4, §6, §7, §8; Chapter IV, §1, §2. 

Calculations in vector bundles follow the style of Eliasson 
[10, pp. 171-177]. 

For stochastic integration theory, the first 33 pages 

of Metivier and Pellaumail's book [26] are highly recommended 

-a miracle of conciseness, generality and precision. For 

the calculus of square-integrable martingales in Euclidean 

spaces, see Kallianpur [18, pp. 33-44]; this book is also a 

good reference for the Ito formula, exponential martingales, 

and Girsanov's theorem. 

For stochastic integration of differential forms on 

manifolds and for another perspective on geometric Ito 

calculus, consult Meyer [28, pp. 44-62]. 

A word about the notation: the marriage of prbbäbility 

theory 'and differential geometry is now a past event, and 

perhaps now is the time to sweep away the confetti of 
local co-ordinates! Of course, local co-ordinates are 

useful in proofs, but we have tried to exclude them from 

the statement of theorems. 
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PART A 

GEOMETRIC ITO CALCULUS 
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0. PRELIMINARIES 

0.0 Motivation 

This chapter is entirely expository. It serves to review 

basic ideas in differential geometry and stochastic calculus 

which will be needed in the sequel. The' reader will notice 

that we favour the notations and methods of calculation which 

are used in the infinite-dimensional theory. There are two 

reasons for this: first because, as Lang says (23, p. iii], 

"the exposition gains considerably from the systematic 

elimination'of the indiscriminate use of local co-ordinates"; 

second because the natural setting for geometric Ito calculus 

is a Hilbert manifold (see Elworthy [121). We restrict ourselves 

to finite-dimensional manifolds in the sequel only because of 

technicalities surrounding the Ito formula for Hilbert- 

valued semimartingales (see Metivier and Pellaumail 126 §3.7] 

The reader is advised to pay particular attention to 

the notations introduced in §0.4 and §0.5. 

.ý 
., 
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0.1 Linear connections 

Let M be a manifold of class Ck+2, k= Or modelled on 

Euclidean n-space E. Whenever p: F +M is a Cr vector bundle 

over M, with 0<r< k+2, the Cr sections of p will be 

denoted Cr(F). If p': F' ;M is another Cr vector bundle, then 

Hom(F'; F) will denote the vector bundle whose fibre at x in 

M is the vector space L(FX; FX) of all linear maps from Fx to 

Fx . For example if G is a Euclidean space and G is the 

product bundle MxG, then Hom(TM; G) denotes the vector 

bundle whose Ck+1 sections are the Ck+1 G-valued differential 

forms on M, henceforward referred to as G-valued 1-forms, or 

simply 1-forms if G=R. Likewise the term vector field on M 

will normally mean a Ck+1 vector field, that is, an element of 

Ck+1(TM). Following a common abuse of notation, Cr(M) denotes 

the Cr functions from M to R. 

A Ck linear connection r on a Ck+1 vector bundle p: F }M 

will be regarded as an R-linear operator ('covariant derivative') 

v: Ck+1 (F) -> Ck(Hom(TM; F)) ,s -º Vs 

such that for all fin Ck+2 (M), s, in - Ck+1 (F), and Y in Ck(TM)O, 

(i) V fy s= fvy s 

(ii) vY fs = fvy s+ (Yf) s 

often we write Vs(Y) instead of Vy s 

A Ck linear connection r on TM induces a Ck linear 

connection (also denoted r) on Hom(TM; G) for each Euclidean 

space G, and vice versa, by the relation: 
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(1) oZ n(Y) + TI n (VZ Y) = Z(n(Y)) 

for vector fields Y and Z and G-valued 1-forms n. Often 

we write VZ TI(Y) as Vn (Z, Y) or as ors (Z®Y) , identifying 

Hom(TM; Hom(TM; G)) with Hom(TM®TM; G) . When we use the 

expressions-"M has a connection r" or "r is a connection 

for M", we are referring to a Ck linear connection on TM 

and an; induced Ck linear connection on Höm(TM; G) for each 

G. 

Let y: (-a, b) -M be a Ck+2 curve on M, for some 

positive numbers a and b. We say that y is a geodesic 

(with respect to r) if 

oYýtý f(t) =O, -a'< t<b 

A function f in Ck+2(M) is said to be r-convex on a 

subset V of M if for all geodesics y, 

d2 
2 (f oy (t)) e 0, whenever y(t)is in V 

dt 

This is eqivalent to saying 

(2) Vdf (x) (Y, Y) =0, for all x in V and Y in TXM 
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0.2 Local representations 

Let M and E be as in §0.1. Suppose (W, O), is a chart 

for M. For each vector field Y, define a map y(. ): W -E by 

y (x) = Tx$ (Y (x)) for x in W. The pair (O (x) y (x)) is 

called the local representation of Y at x in W. Likewise 

a 1-form n has a local representation (O (x) ,b (x)) at x in 

W, where b(x) in E* is the linear form such that 

b(x) z=n (x) (T4-1 (z)) for z in E. 

A connection r for M gives rise to a Ck map r(. ) from 

W to L(E, E; E) called a local connector, defined as follows: 

if vector fields Y and Z have local representations 

(+ (x) ,y (x) ) and 0 (x) ,z (x) ) respectively at x in W, then 

the vector field vY Z has local representation, 

($ (x) Yz (x) +r (x) (y (x) ,z (x) ) 

where Yz(. ) is a vector field acting on a function. Sometimes 

r (x) (y, z) is written r (x) (y®z) , identifying L (E, E; E) with 

L(E 0 E; E) . Por a 1-form n as above, 

(1) V (x) (Y, Z) = Db (x) (y (x) ,z (x) )-b (x) r (x) (y (x) ,z (x) ) 

where Db (x) is short for D (b o-1) (+x) 

To assist the reader's comprehension, we mention that 

when E is given a basis (el,..., en then r(x)(ei, e has 

kth co-ordinate rii(x), where (rid(. )) are the familiar 

Christoffel symbols. When f is a function in Ck+2(M) and 

n is df , the right side of (1) reads 

(2) (nijf (x) - Dkf (x) rli (x) ) yi (x) zJ (x) 

which is often written: (Vdf (x)) ijyi (x) zi (x) 

1. Eliasson [10 ßp. 172], would write r (. ) . 
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0.3 Riemannian metrics 

1. M is a Ck+2 manifold modelled on a Euclidean space E. 

Gl(E)is`the Lie group of all invertible elements of L(E; E) 

and Pos(E) is the subgroup consisting of all'the positive- 

definite symmetric elements. 

A Ck+1 Riemannian metric on M may be defined in several 

ways, for example: 

(a) as an assignment of an inner product <.,. >x to the 

tangent space TxM for each x in M, such that if (W, @) is a 

chart for M, there is a Ck+l map G: W -- Pos(E) with 

<v1, v2>x = <G (X) Tx (v1 ) TX$ (v2) >E v1 , v2 E TX 

where <.,. >E is any inner product on E. With respect to 

a basis for E, G(x) is usually represented by a matrix (gij(x)). 

(b) as a section g of Hom(TM; T*M) such that for all x in M 

and all v1, V2 in TxM, g(x)(v1, v2) = g(x)(v2, v1), and 

g(x) (v1 , v1 )>0 if v1 00. 

When we say "let (M, g) be a Ck+2 Riemannian manifold", 

we mean that M has a Ck+1 Riemannian metric g as in (a) or (b). 

2. To each Ck+1 Riemannian metric there is associated 

a unique c' linear connection r on TM , called the Levi- 

Civita connection, such that (i) and (ii) hold for all 

vector fields Q, Y and Z: 

(i) r is a metric connection, i. e. 
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Q(. Y, Z>) (x) = <vQ Y, Z>x + <Y, 7 
Q Z>x ,x in M 

(ii) 7 is torsion-free, i. e. 

VY z-vzY- IY, Z] =0 

or equivalently, all the local connectors satisfy 

7 (x) (y, z) =7 (x) (z, y) . 

3. Using definition (b) of Riemannian metric, we define 

the Laplacian operator A: Ck+2(M) . *. Ck(M) by 

Af (x) = Trace( g (x) 
lo vdf (x) 

noting that g (x)- 
1o 

vdf (x) EL (TxM; TxM) . When (el, ... , en) 

is an orthonormal basis for E, take an isometry u: E -º TxM 

("orthonormal frame"), and write 

(1) Af(x) = Ei Vdf(x) (u(ei)u(ei)) 

If (gij(x)) is the matrix of G(x)-1 in (a), we may also 

write 

(2) Af (x) = gii (x) (vdf (x)) ij 

following §0.2, (2). 

4. A Ck+2 function f on M is said to be 'subharmonic on a 

subset V of M if Af (x) ä0 for x in V. It is easy to see that 

f ? 
-convex on V implies f subharmonic on V. 

S. A 1-form n on M is said to be bounded if there exists 

a positive K such that 

IInII2 :_ <n, n>x <K for all x in M 

In this case, sup{ Ilnllx :xE M} will be called the norm of n. 
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0.4 Stochastic notation 

1. Consult Metivier and Pellaumail [26] for the meaning of 

the following terms: 

complete right-continuous probabilized stochastic basis 

(c. r. c. p. s. b. ), stopping-time, adapted process, 

predictable( = previsible), martingale, local mart- 

ingale, semimartingale, scalar quadratic variation, 

tensor quadratic variation, and similar expressions. 

This book is our reference for stochastic integration theory. 

Additional information about continuous semimartingales may 

be found in the book of Kallianpur [18]. 

Let (n, F, P, (Ft)täo) be a c. r. c. p. s. b., fixed throughout 

this work. In the sequel, all processes will be adapted to 

this filtration unless otherwise stated; sometimes we may 

write "X = (Xt, Ft)" and so on, for the sake of emphasis. 

A continuous process always means one with continuous 

trajectories. 

Suppose E and G are Euclidean spaces, Z-is an E-valued 

process, and Y is an L(E; G)-valued process. Subject to 

technical conditions on Z and Y, the expressions 

J= f YdZ ,L= 
fYodZ 

mean that J and L are G-valued processes such that 

t r0 t 
st = 

j0 
YsdZs (Ito) , Lt =foo dZs (Stratonovich) 

Sometimes., for the sake of notational clarity, we may write 
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rt 
J(t) =J Y(s)dZ(s) , etc. 

0 

2. The tensor quadratic variation of a Hilbert-valued 

semimartingale is defined in [26, §3.6]. For a continuous 

E-valued semimartingale X (here E= Rn) the tensor 

quadratic variation process f (dX®dX) may be characterized 

as the (E ® E)-valued process such that: if b and c are 

in E* , and b®c is their tensor product regarded as an 

element of (E 0 E)*, then 

It b®c (dX®dX) 
S= <b(X) ,c (X) >t 

0 

where the expression on the right is the angle-brackets 

process of the real-valued continuous semimartingales 

b(X) and c(X). When H is an (E ®. E)*-valued process, it 

is more convenient in some cases to write Hs(dXs'dX 
s) 

instead of Hs(dX®dX)s 

3. Since the Ito formula for continuous E-valued semi- 

martingales is used frequently in the sequel, we give here 

a version from Kallianpur [18, Theorem 4.3.11. 

Ito Formula: Let E and G be Euclidean spaces, let f: E -G 

be a C2 map, and let X be a continuous E-valued semimartingale. 

Then foX is ä continuous G-valued semimartingale, and 

(1) f (Xt) -f (X0) = 
ft 

Df (Xs) ds +2 
Jo 

D2f (Xs) (dXdX) 
s 

4. Suppose that M is a Ck+2 manifold, k=0, modelled on 

E. All processes on M will have continuous trajectories. A 

process X on M will be called a semimartingale if for all f 

in C2(M), the image process foX is a real-valued (con- 

tinuous) semimartingale. The definition is from L. Schwartz [331. 
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5. Suppose X is a semimartingale on M, and let M(P) be a 

chart for M. Suppose J and H are locally bounded previsible 

processes taking values in L(E; G) and L(E, E; G) respectively, 

for some Euclidean space G, such that up to modification 

JJ1 {X E W} ' H= H1 {X E W} 

meaning that Jt and Ht are almost surely zero when Xt is not 

in W. Then the stochastic integrals 

f Jd(cOX) ,fH (d(cpX) Od(cpX) ) 

are well-defined. We shorten these expressions to 

(2) f JdX ,fH (dX®dX) w 

If (X) = (X1 O ... , Xn) with respect to a basis for E, 

Meyer [281 would write: 

I JýdXi ýf Hýkd<Xu, Xk> S 

6. If Z is a continuous E-valued semimartingale, its scalar 

quadratic variation will be written [Z]. Thus if (e1,..., en) 

is an orthonormal basis of E, and if Zt = (Zt, ... , Zt) . E,,. th 

respect to this basis, then 

[Z]t = Zi <Zi, Zi>t =: Ei <Z>t 

(Recall that if Zi = Mi + Ai as a sum of local martingale 

and finite variation processes, then <ZiZJ> is the unique 

process such that MiMi - <Zi, Zj> is a local martingale. ) 
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0.5 Stochastic integrals with moving frames 

A linear frame u at x in M means a linear isomorphism 

from E to T24. We shall deal frequently in the sequel with 

processes U such that U. is a linear frame at Xt for all t, 

where X is a semimartingale on M. We would like to explain 

the appropiate notation in great detail so that probabilists 

will not be confused. 

Let G be a Euclidean space and let n be a G-valued 

1-form on M. Then for all t, 

n(Xt) o Ut Co' denotes composition) 

is an L(E; G)-valued random variable, since U. maps linearly 

from E to TX M and n(Xt) maps linearly from TX M to G. Hence 
tt 

it makes sense to say that 

n(X) oU is an L(E; G)-valued process. 

Consequently if Z is an E-valued process, one can speak of 

the G-valued process 

(1) L= J (n(X) oU)dZ 

If (ell .... en) is a basis for E, and Z= (Z1.... , Zn) with 

respect to this basis, we could write out (1) in full as 

n(XS) o US(ei))dZS (1') Lt = 
Jo 

( 

Suppose now that M has a connection r, yielding a co- 

variant derivative V on Hom(TM; G) as in §0.1 . Consequently 

for all x in M and all linear frames u at x, we have a 

bilinear map 
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V (x) (u(. ) , u(. )) E L(E, E; G) 

therefore we can speak of. the stochastic integral 

J=f Vn (X) (U (. ) U (. )) (dZ®dZ ) 

which is commonly abbreviated to 

(2) 1=fV (X) (UdZ®UdZ) 

Corresponding to (1') we have 

t >>S 
. (2') Jt = Vn (XS) (US (ei) Us (eý)) d<Z', Z 

0 0 

Note. If f: M -G is a Ck+2 function, then df is a G-valued 

1-form on M. If v is a tangent vector at x, of or vf(x) both 

mean the same thing as df(x)(v). Consequently if n= df in 

(1), we could write 

(3) L=f (df (X) o U)dZ =f. (Uf). dZ *= f (Uf (X) )dZ 

or in full 

t 
(3') Lt = 

fo (US(ei)f)dZs 
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0.6 The Stratonovich integral of a differential form along 

a semimartingale 

This subject has been carefully treated by Meyer [28, 

pp. 57-62]; an earlier reference is Kohn [21]. We give a 

simplified definition and a list of the basic properties 

of these integrals. M will be of class Ck+2, k>0, 

modelled on a Euclidean space E, and X will be a semi- 

martingale on M. Given a 1-form n and a bounded previsible 

real-valued process K, we would like to define integrals 

n (7) (S)jXt n, (S)JK. 
Xt 

00 

where 'K. Xt ' under the integral sign will mean: integrate 

n along X from 0 to t, with multiplier K. 

Suppose first that f is in Ck+2 (M) , and take n= df . 

In order to accord with the classical-definition of 

Stratonovich integral when M=E, the Stratonovich integral 

of the 1-form df along X from 0 to t must satisfy: 

(2) (S) 
Ixt 

df =f (Xt) -f (Xo) 

0 

Suppose that K is restricted so that (up to modification) 

K=K 1{X E W} I Where (W, (P) is some chart for M. 

Ito's Formula and equation (2) together imply that 

11' 
(S) 

JK. Xt 
df =o KS{ Df (XS) dXs + ZD2f (XS) (dX®dX) 

0 

where dXs and (dX®dX)S have the meanings explained in §0.4, (2). 

We would like (1) to have the classical property that for 

h in ck+2 (M), 
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tr 
(4) (S) ixt hn = 

ft 
h(XS) o dLs . LS = (S)1XS n J00 

Equations (3) and (4) together imply that the only possible 

definition of the Stratonovitch integral of n, with multi- 

plier K, is 

} (5) (S) JK. 

Xt 
n= 

ot 
KS{b (XS) dXs + 2Db (XS) (dX®dX) 

s 
0 

where (cp(x), b (x)) is the local representation of n at x 

in W, with respect to the chart (W, cp). The right side of 

(5) is indeed intrinsic, as one checksby Ito's Formula 

§O. 4, (1). Using a partition of unity for M, Meyer [28, p. 57] 

is then able to define the integrals in (1), without 

restriction on K, and to prove that these processes are 

seriimartingales. 

Another useful property is the behavior of the (S)- 

integral under pullbacks. Suppose t: M N is a Ck+2 map 

into another Ck+2 manifold N. Let Yt =* (Xt) . Then for 

all 1-forms p on N, 

(6) (S) JYt p= (s) JXt p*P 

Oý O 

where as usual V*p. (x) (v) =p (Vx) (Txý (v) ) for v in T 

Notation. "L= (S)fX n, J= (S)fK. X n 

will mean that L and J are processes such that 

Lt = (s) 
fx 

tn, J= (s)1 to 
0K. 

X0 
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0.7 The Ito integral of a differential form with respect 

to a connection 

Let r be a Ck linear connection for M. Using the 

notations of §0.2 and §0.6, we define the Ito integral 

of n along X from 0 to t, with multiplier K vanishing 

outside the random set {X E W}, by 

t 
(1) (r)Jx. 

xt n Jo Ksb(X ){axs + jr(X)(dxdx) 
S} 

0 
in the previous notation. The right side-is indeed 

invariant under change of chart. (Noticethat different- 

iability of n is not actually needed here. ) The integrals 

(r) Jxo 
t 11 , (r) jx. 

xo t' 
ti 

without restriction on K, may be constructed as in Meyer 

[28, p. 57], and shown to be sennhartingales. 

For h in Ck+2 (M) , we have 

(2) (r)J 
Xt 

hn=Jh (Xs) dNS , NS =( r)1 
XS 

n 
i 

it 

00 

If ' the multiplier- K vanishes , outside' {XE W) , then the 

Ito-Stratbnovich correction may be written 

(3) (s) JK. x n- (r) JK. 
X n= 2j x{ Db (x) - b(x)r(x) } (dx®dx) `° 

where now and henceforward we use the notation "N = (r)fx n 

to mean that Nt is the Ito integral of n along X from 0 to t, etc. 

Remark. If G is another Euclidean space, the constructions 

of §0.6 and §0.7 extend in an obvious way to give stochastic 

integrals of G-valued 1-forms. 
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1 ITO CALCULUS ON FRAME BUNDLES 

1.0 Motivation 

This chapter is concerned with horizontal lifting 

and stochastic development of a semimartingale X on M, with 

respect to a connection r. These ideas have been treated in 

one form or another by many authors, including Ito, Malliavin 

[25], Eells and Elworthy [12], Ikeda and Watanabe [15], 

Kunita [22], Bismut 13 ], and Meyer [28]. There is some over- 

lap with the last reference in particular. The main new 

results appear to be Theorem 1.2.2 (a) and Corollary 1.4.3 

(an absolute Ito formula). 

Starting from a semimartingale X on M, we define a 

'lift' U to the linear frame bundle and a 'development' Z 

into E, in an efficient way using Stratonovich integrals 

of the connection 1-form and the canonical 1-form. We then 

show how Ito and Stratonovich integrals of differential 

forms along X may be given intrinsic expressions in terms 

of U and Z. The use of these formulae will greatly reduce 

the amount of calculation in subsequent chapters. 

The idea to have in mind is the following. -Think'of E as 

-the plane , and of m as an oblong ball resting on*. E. Suppose 

the process X traces out a path in ink on M. A horizontal 

lift. of X to the orthonormal frame bundle is a way of 

rolling m along E, such that Xt is the point of contact for 

all t. A stochastic development of X into E is the path on E, 

traced out in ink by X as M rolls along. (Strictly, this should 

be called an, anti-Development. ) 
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1.1 Geometry of the linear frame bundle 

We shall briefly review the theory of connections on 

the linear frame bundle, as explained in Kobayashi and 

Nomizu [20, Ch. II and III]. 

Let E be a Euclidean space. The-Lie group of invertible 

elements of L(E; E) is denoted G1(E). When L(E; E) is con- 

sidered as the Lie algebra of Gl(E), it is denoted gl(E). 

Let M be a Ck+2 manifold, k>1, modelled on E. The linear 

frame bundle p: L(M) -M is a Ck+1 principal Gl(E)-bundle 

over M whose fibre at x in"M is the collection of all 

linear isomorphisms ("linear frames") from E to TXM . To 

each Ck linear connection r for M there corresponds a 

unique connection 1-form a on L(M), with values in gl(E); 

see Kobayashi and Nomizu [20, p. 64]. This 1-form induces a 

splitting of the tangent bundle of L(M) into 'horizontal' 

and 'vertical' sub-bundles H and V, where for each u in 

L(M),, Hu is Ker (a (u)) and Vu is Ker (Tup) . When u is a frame 

at x, Tup is a linear isomorphism from Hu to TXM. The 

'horizontal lift'of a vector v in TxM, through the con- 

section 1-form a, is defined as the pre-image of v under 

this isomorphism. Consequently each Ck linear connection 

r for M determines a Ck section L of Hom(E; TL(M)), namely: 

(1) L (u) (e) = horizontal lift of u (e) , for uEL (M) ,eEE 

For each fixed e in E, Le will denote the vector field 

(2) Le (u) =L (u) (e) ,uEL (M) 

, r--% 
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The canonical 1-form R on L(M) is the E-valued 1-form 

defined by 

0 (u) (Y) =u1 (Tup (Y) ), uEL (M) ,YE TUL (M) 

Let F=Ex L(E; E) . Then the F-valued 1-form (ß, a) on L(M) 

induces a trivialization of TL(M), meaning a vector bundle 

isomorphism of TL(M) onto the product bundle L(M) xF. 

This yields the trivial connection 
Lr for L(M) (with 

respect to r), which is the unique connection whose covariant 

derivative LV 
satisfies (see §O. 1, (1)) 

(3) 'L0ß, 
= 0, LVa 

=O 

14 
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1.2 Horizontal lifting and stochastic development of 

semimartingales 

The notations are those of the previous section. 

Let X be a semimartingale on M, and let U0 be an F0 

measurable random variable taking values in L(M), such 

that p(U0) =X0. The next result is well-known. 

PROPOSITION 1.2.1 

There is a unique semimartingale on L(M) (i. e. going on 

for all time) starting at u0 , such that 

(1) (S) fU a=0, p (Ut) = Xt for all t 

Proof. -Similar results are proved in Bismut [3, pp 380-404]. A new proof is 

given in 51.6. 

Remark. If X is a semimartingale on M only up to some 

explosion time, then U will have the same explosion time 

as X. 

DEFINITION 

1. We call this U the horizontal lift of X to L(M) through 

the connection r, with initial frame U0. If U0 is not spec- 

ified, a horizontal lift of X is a process U satisfying (1). 

2. Let 0 be the canonical 1-form as defined in §1.1. The 

stochastic development. of X into E, through the connection 

r, with initial frame U0, is the E-valued continuous 

semimartingale 

(2) z= (s) JU R 



N 
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THEOREM 1.2.2 (Semimartingale lifting formulae) 

For all 1-forms n on M and a on L(M) (with notation from §0.5) 

(a) (r) JX f (Ti (x) o U) dz 

(b) (s) fxn =f (n (x) o U) o dz (Strat. ) 

(c) (Lr) JU Q =J (a (U) oL (U)) dZ (see §1.1 for Lr) 

(d) (s) JU a =J (a (U) oL (U) )- o dz (Strat. ) 

where L is the section of Hom(E; TL(M)) defined in §1.1 . 

Remarks. 

(i) If the notation seems abstract, notice that in terms of 

a basis (el,..., en) for E, the differential of (c) could 

be written out as 

a (US) (Le (US)) dZs 
i 

(ii) Formulae (b) and (d) are already well-known in dif- 

ferential notation, as we shall now explain. Let Li be short 

for the vector field Le defined in §1.1, (2). Suppose f 
i 

belongs to Ck+1(L(M)). Put df in place of a, apply §0.6, (2) 

and differentiate to obtain: 

4(f o U) = Lif (U) o dZi (Strat. ) 

or more simply 

dU Li(U) o dzi 

in the notation of Ikeda and Watanabe (15, p. 234]. Likewise 

if h is in Ck+2(M), put dh in place of n in (b), apply §0.6 

(2), and differentiate to obtain: dX = U(ei) o dZi (Strat. ) 

- see [39 , p. 2145, (5)] 
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1.3 Proof of the semimartingale lifting formulae 

Using the trivialization of TL(M) noted in §1.1, any 

1-form Q on L(M) may be written uniquely as a sum 

(1) a (u) =b (u) oß (u) +C (u) o a(u) 

where b: L (M) -* E* and C: L (M) -; gl (E) * are Ck maps. 

Notice that 

(2) b (u) (e) =v (u) (L (u) (e)) ,eEE 

Proof of (d). 

It. is immediate from §O. 6, (4) that 

(S) fU v= fb (U) o dz +jC (U) o dY 

where Z= (S)fU R as in §1.2, (2) and Y= (S)fU a. By 

the defining property of U, §1.2, (1), Y=0.. Hence by (2) 

(S) fu a=fb (U) o dZ =f (a (U) oL (u)) o dZ - 13 

Proof of (b). 

By the pullback formula §0.6, (6), and formula (d) above 

(S) fX n= (S) fU p*n =f (n (X) o Tp o L(U)) o dZ 

=J (n(X) oU) odZ 
(Here p is the projection map L(M) M) 13 

Proof of (c). 

Combine the defining property §1.1, (3) of the trivial con- 

nection 
Lr for L(M) with the formula §0.7, (3) for the 

Ito-Strat. correction, to obtain 

(3) (Lr) JU (s) JU R=z, by §1 . 2, (2) 
r4l 

(L r) fu a= (S) fu a=0, by §1 . 2, (1) 
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Express the 1-form a as in (1) . Applying a property of 

the Ito integral mentioned in §0.7, (2), 

(Lr) fua=fb (U) dZ =j (v (U) oL (U) ) dz by (2) 13 

Proof of (a). 

Since the Ito integral on 

terms of charts and local 

necessary to take a chart 

(p-1 (W) , c) for L(M), where 

the left side was defined in 

connectors in §0.7, it will be 

(W, (P) for M. This gives a chart 

a for x in W and u in p1 (X), 

cp (u) := (ip (x) , T(P o u) EEx G1(E) 

Define for each vector e in Ea map Ae: p-1 (W) -E, 

Ae (u) = (TX" o u) (e) 

and for a basis (e1,..., en) for E, abbreviate Ae to Ai 
i 

Suppose the 1-form n on M has local representation 

(p(x), b(x)) at x in W, according to §0.2. The formula 

to be proved is: 

f Kb (x) {dxP + 2r (x) (dx®dx) `P} =f Kb (X)A (U) dZ' 

where K is any. bouhded previsible process vanishing 

outside the random set {X E W} . Working in differential 

notation, it suffices to prove formally that 

(4) dx(P +1r (x) (dx®dx) `P = Ai (u) dzi 

It follows from formula (d) proved above that 

CS) (S) fUd; 0 =f Li (U) rP o dZi 

VIN 
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where the integrand on the right is a vector field 

acting on the Ck+1 function cp: L (M) -' ExL (E; E) 

It follows from a formula in Kobayashi and Nomizu [20, 

p. 1421 that for x in W, u in p-1 W: 

(6) Le (u) ý= (Ae (u) -r (x) (Ae (u) �A. (u) ) 

where the second entry on the right means the element of 
4Y 

L (E; E) given by 

v --ý -r (x) (Ae (u) Av (u) ) 

It follows from (5), (6) and property §0.6, (2) of the 

Stratonovich integral. 
-that 

(7) dXQ = Ai (U) o dZi 
(Strat. ) 

($) d (Ai (U)) =-r (X) (Ai (U) , A1 (U)) o dZj 

From (7), 

dX(p = Ai (U) dZi + 
Zd<Ai (U) , Zi> 

where the last term is actually an n-vector with kth 

entry 
jd<A(U) 

�Z1> . By (8), 

dX(P = Ai (U) dZi - 
1r (X) (A (U) ºA (U) ) d<Zj, Zi 

= Ai (U) dZi - 
2F(X) (dX9dX) by (7) . 12 

rfý 
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1.4 Corollaries and an absolute Ito formula 

The first two corollaries are similar to some 

expressions in Meyer [28, p. 88]. 
I 

COROLLARY 1.4.1 (Angle brackets process) 

For functions f and h in Ck+2(M), 

<f (X) , h(X) >=f (df®dh) (X) (UdZ@UdZ) 

in the notation of §0.5, (2); with respect to a basis for E, 

<f (X) ,h (X) >t 
t= 

Us (ei) f (Xs) üs (ei )h (Xs) d<Zi, Z>>s 
0 

Proof. Apply formula (b) to'the 1-form df . By property 

§O. 6, (2) of the Stratonovich integral, 

d(f (X)) = (df (X) o U) o dZ 

Do the same for h, and the result is immediate by the 

usual formula for the angle brackets process of two 

real-valued semimartingales. 0 

COROLLARY 1.4.2 (Ito-Stratonovich correction) 

For all 1-forris n on M, using the notation of §0.5, (2) 

(S)fx n- (r) f n= 2j V(X) (vaz®udz) 

Proof. Take charts for M and L(M) and a local representation 

for n as in the proof of (a) in §1.3. For clarity, we also 

take a basis (e1,..., en) for E. Then 

21 on (X) (UdZ®UdZ) = ZV (X) (U(ei) , U(ei) )d<Z1, Z>> 

ýý 
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=2 (Db (x) -b (x) r (x)) (Ai (U)', A (u)) d<zl, z>> by §0.2j, (1) 

="-2(Db(X) - b(x)r(x)) (dX@dx)" by §1.3, (7) 

= dR 

by §0.7, (3), where R= (S)fx n- (r)fx no 

COROLLARY 1.4.3 (An absolute1 Ito formula) 

For any Euclidean space G, and any C2 function f: M f G., 

t 
f (Xt) - f(X0) _1{ (df (X) o U) dZ + 2odf (X) (UdZ®UdZ) } 

0 

(Notation as in §O. 5, (2)) 

Proof. Combine Theorem 1.2.2(a) and Corollary 1.4.2, for 

n= df . 93 

COROLLARY 1.4.4 ( An extended Ito formula) 

Suppose G is a Euclidean space, and u and v are bounded 

stopping-times such that u<v. Let F: i2 xM-; G be a map 

such that: 

(a) for all x in M, F(., x) is an Fu-measurable random 

variable with values in G. 

(b) for all w in 11 ,F (w, .) is a C2 map from M to G. 

Then 

F (XV) -F (Xu) =J{ (dF (X) o U) dZ + jvdF (X) (UdZ®UdZ) } 
u 

iv 

Proof. When M=E, the assertion is a special case of 

1. The name is inspired by Levi-Civita's book 124 ]. 

ýý 
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a theorem of Kunita [22, p. 119]. The geometric constructions 

which were used to prove Corollary 1.4.3 apply equally to 

the case where the deterministic function f is replaced 

by the random function F, so the result follows. 13 

,;! N 
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1.5 The Riemannian case - lifting to the orthonormal 

frame bundle 

Suppose that (M, g) is a Ck+2 Riemannian manifold, 

k>1, with a metric connection r (possibly with torsion). 

The construction of the orthonormal frame bundle 

p: O(M) -+ M is described very clearly in Elworthy [12 , 

Appendix B]; for x in M, the elements of p-1(x) are 

the isometries u: E, <.,. >E -º TxM, <,,. >x. The connection 

r corresponds to a connection 1-form a on the ortho- 

normal frame bundle. The whole of sections §1.1 to §1.4 

may be carried through with L(M) replaced by O(M), Gl(E) 

by O(E) (= the Lie group of all orthogonal transformations 

of E) and gl(E) by o(E) (= all skew-symmetric linear trans- 

formations of E). A minor point is that the map 

cp: p 1 (W) -º Ex 0(E) in the proof of (a), §1.3, must now 

be -redefined as 
1 
2 

cp (u) = (Q (x) ,G (x) o Tx(p o u) 

where G(. ) is as in §0.3, (a). 

The following-pair'of results-are included for re- 

ference; the first is in Meyer [28, p. 89] and the second 

is well-known. 

COROLLARY 1.5.1 (Scalar quadratic variation) 

Let (W, cp) he a chart for M, G(. ) the local representative 

for the Riemannian metric as in §O. 3, (a)', and Ka bounded 

previsible process vanishing outside {X E W} . Then for 

every stochastic development Z (whatever the initial frame), 

. eis 4i. 
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(1) f Katz] =f KG(X) (dX®dX)w 

where [Z] is the scalar quadratic variation of Z, as in 

Metivier and Pellaumail [26, §3.2] 

Remark. G(Xt)(dX®dX)t could be called a 'stochastic 

differential of the scalar quadratic variation of X. at t 

with respect to the Riemannian metric g'. 

Proof. Let (e1,..., en) be an orthonormal basis for E. 

Then formally 

d[Z] = Ek d<Zk, Zk 

_ <U(ek) , U(ei )>X d<Zk, Z>> 

_ <G (X) Ak (U) ', Ai (U)> 
x 

d<Zk, Z>> 

where for u in p1 (x) , Ai(u) = Txp o u(ei) . By §1.3, (7), 

this implies that 

d[Z] = G(X) (dX®dX)t' 

0 

COROLLARY 1.5.2 

D 

Suppose the stochastic development Z is a Brownian motion 

on E, and r is the Levi-Civita connection. Then the Ito- 

Stratonovich correction for exact 1-forms df becomes: 

(2) (S) fX df -. (r) JX df =lf of (X) dt 

Proof. Immediate from §0.3, (1) and Corollary 1.4.2 (write 

it out in local co-ordinates) 13 

6 
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COROLLARY 1.5.3 (Square-integrability) 

Let 0< t'< -, and let n' = St x (0, t"]. Suppose there 

is a positive finite measure y on the predictable 

a-algebra of S2' such that for some (hence for all) 

stochastic developments 
1Z 

with respect to the metric 

connection r, 

(3) E((f 
t 

IYIdZ) 2] 
;r IYI2dy 

0 

for all bounded. predictable E*-valued processes Y 

on [O, t']. Then whenever. n is a bounded 1-form with 

respect to the Riemannian metric, with norm c, we have 

E[ ((I') 
jX 

t- n) 
2] 

ä c2Y(n') 

o 

Proof. By Theorem 1.2.2 (a), 

t' 
(r) JXt# 

n= 
jo 

YdZ , where Yt =n (Xt) o Ut 
0 

Since Ut is an orthonormal frame for each t, IYt1 ec 

The result now follows from assumption (3). C3 

1 
To each initial frame UO there corresponds a different Z. 

2 
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1.6 Construction of the horizontal lift 

1 
This section purports to be the first rigorous proof 

of Proposition 1.2.1. Note that local charts for M are not 

used. The proof is by Hasminskii's non-explosion criterion, 

compact embedding, and the machinery of principal fibre 

bundles. 

Step 1. (Proof when M= E) 

Consider first the case when M=E, and L(M) is therefore 

the trivial principal fibre bundle Mx Gl(E). Let r(. ) be 

the local connector for r in the chart id: E -. E. We shall 

assume for the sake of simplicity that r(. ) and Dr(. ) are 

bounded. 

By the local formula for the connection 1-form a, found 

in1obayashi and Nomizu (20, p. 142), the equations §1.2, (1) 

are equivalent to: 

(1) Ut = (Xt, A(t)) , (X = the given'semimartingale on E) 

where A is an L(E; E)-valued process such that for all eEE 

(2) dAe (t) = - r(x) (Ae (t), o dXt) , (Strat. ) 

where Ae(t) is the E-vector A(t) (e) . The Ito form of (1), 

suppressing t, is: 

dAe =-r (x) (Ae, dx) + Zr (x) (r (x) (Ae, dx) , dX) 
(3) 

- 
2Dr(X)(dX)(Ae, dx) ,eEE 

Note that the coefficients of Ae are bounded and globally 

Lipschitz. The non-explosion criterion, found for example 

A similar result is proved by Bismut [3, pp 390-393]. 
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in Metivier and Pellaumail [26, §7.2], applies and shows 

that for a given starting value Ae(0), (3) has a unique 

solution which goes on for all time. Define the semi- 

martingale U by -(1). This completes the proof in this 

special case. 

Step 2. (A calculation in principal fibre bundles) 

Suppose next that M is compact. By Whitney's embedding 

theorem, there exists a Euclidean space F and a Ck+2 

embedding q): M -> F, such that '(M) is a closed submanifold 

of F. Henceforward we will identify M with U, (M), and regard 

M as a closed submanifold of F. We are going to construct a 

series of principal fibre bundles, connection 1-forms, and 

hbmomorphisms, summarized in the following diagram: 

a w' w 
Fw 

L (M) =L (F� M) /G1(E») f L'(F, M) j. 
+ L (F) IM -] s L'(F ) 

G1(E) p3 G1(E) xG1(E') p2 G1(F) pi G1(F) p1 

MM . --ý. M-)-F 

The explanation goes as follows: 

1. pl: L(F) -,. F is the linear frame bundle of F, which is simply 

the trivial principal fibre bundle proj: F x Gl(F), -º F. 

2. L (F)IM denotes {v EL (F) : p, (v) E MI. 

3. Regard E as. a subspace of F; let E" be. a complementary 

subspace of E in F. VI 

4. Let q: H -+ M denote the normal bundle of M in F; thus 

TyF =TyM H) Hy for all y in M. A frame vEL (F) 
M at y in M 
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is said to be adapted if the following holds: if wEF is - 

expressible as e+ e' for e in E and e' in E', then v(e) E TyM 

and v(e") E Hy . In the spirit of Kobayashi and Nomizu (20, 

Vol. II, p. 2], we form the bundle of adapted frames 

p2: L (F; M) -+ M with group Gl(E) x Gl (E') . 

S. There is a natural hoinomorphism Ii' :L (F, M) -º L (M) correspond- 

ing to the natural homomorphism G1(E) x Gl (E') -º Gl. (E), namely: 

if v is an adapted frame at y in M, then h' (v) (e) = v(e) for 

e in E. Given a connection 1-form a on L(M), we obtain a 

connection 1-form w' = (h') *(a) on L (F, M) . 

6. The maps i and j are the natural inclusion maps. A theorem in 

Kobayashi and Nomizu [20, p. 79] shows that the inclusion 

i: L (F, M) -º L(F) iM induces a unique connection 1-form w on 

L(F)tM such that Ti maps horizontal subspaces of w'to horizontal 

subspaces of w, and i*w = w' (we always regard the'-Lie algebras 

gl(E) and gl(E) x g1(E') as subalgebras of gl (F)) . Moreover since 

M is a closed subset of F, the theorem on existence of connect- 

ions in Kobayashi and Nomizu [20, p. 67] shows that w may be 

extended to a connection 1-form Fco. 
on L(F), which moreover has 

the following property: 

(4) Fw is trivial over the complement of some W1 in L(F), with 

" p1 (W1 ) compact in F. 

We recapitulate for future reference the following formulae: 

(5) cý' _ (h') * (a) 

(6) (j oj)*())= i*() = w' SAN 
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Step 3. (Explicit form for Fr) 

Let r and 
Fr be the Ck linear connections for M and F 

induced by the connection 1-forms a and 
Fw 

respectively. We 

continue to regard M as an embedded submanifold of F. Therefore 

at each x in M, we may take a chart (V, (p) for F at x with the 

following properties: 

(i) (Mf V, (p J 
M) is a. chart for M at x, and the range of (P IM 

lies in E. Thus Tcp identifies. TMImnv with (mV) x E. 

(ii) Tcp identifies HImnv with (MfV) x E" , where q: H -M is the 

normal bundle of M in E. 

For wi in F, write wi = ei + ei with ei in E and ei in E'. 

It is elementary but tedious to verify that the local connectors 

r(. ) : Mfty -º L (E, E; E) and 
Fr. (. ) :v -º L (F, F; F) satisfy: 

(7) Fr (y) (w1, w2) =r (y) (el reg) ,yE Mnv 

Step 4. (Proof. of Proposition 1.2.1 for compact M) 

M is still assumed to be compact. We now construct the 

horizontal lift U of X through r, with given initial frame 

U0. Let 
FX denote-the process, X, viewed as a process. in. F by 

means of the inclusion map M -º F. Let Uo be an adapted frame 

such that h' (UO) =U0. Define A (0) E Gl (F) by 

(Fx ,A (o)) =i (Uö) 

Let 
Fr() be the local connector for Fr in the chart id; F -º F. 

By (4), Fr 
l (. ) has compact support in F, so 

Frj (. ) and 

D (FI' l (. )) are bounded; hence the procedure of Step 7 may be 
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applied to construct the unique process A in Gl(F), with initial 

value AM, such that FU 
= (FX, A) is the horizontal lift of 

FX 

to Fx G1(F) through the connection 
Fr;. in other words 

(8) (S)fF 
UFw=0 

We shall now prove that Fut is an adapted frame for all t. 

Suppose (V, cp) " is a chart for F of the special kind described 

in Step 3. On the random set' {X E V), let Xt = cp (Xt) and 

Ae (t) = Tcp (FUt (e)) for e in E. so Ae (t) belongs to F. Let 

r(. ) and 
Fr(. ) be local connectors with respect to the chart 

(V, cp). By (2), we have (on' {X E V}) 

dAe(t) =- 
Fr(x ) (Ae(t). o dXt) 

By (7) , 

(9) dAe (t) =-r (Xt) (Ae (t) 
,o dX(tP) 

where Ae(t) is the projection of Ae(t) onto E along E'. 

However- 
FU0'is 

an adapted frame, and Tcp has the property that, 

when restricted to TM, its range lies in E; therefore Ae(0) 

belongs to E. The right side of (9) shows that dAe(t) lies in 

E, as a Stratonovich differential. Consequently Ae(t) lies in 

E for all t. Since Tcp is an isomorphism from TMFMnV to E, 
FUt(e) lies in TM for all t. The same kind of reasoning, using 

the special property (ii) of the chart (V, cp), shows that for 

e' in E' , dAe. (t) =0 for all t. Hence Ae.; (t) is a constant 

vector in E', and so 
FUt(e') 

lies in H for all t. This verifies 

that Fut is an adapted frame for all t. 
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Let U" denote the process in L(F, M) such that io j(Ut) _ 
FUt. By (6) , (8) , and §0.6, (6) 

(S) JU"w" _ (S) f 
u. (j o i) * (Fw) = (S) fF Fw 

=O 

Define the process U on L (M) by Ut = h' (Ut) . Then p3(U) = Xt 

and by (5) and §O. 6, (6) 

csý f«= (S) JU" (h#) * (a) = (S) f 
U"c«' =o 

This completes the proof for compact M. o 

Step 5. (Proof for general M) 

Drop the compactness assumption. Let M be the union of an 

increasing sequence of compact sets (Ck :k E'IN) . Define 

an increasing sequence of stopping-times (u(k): kE IN) by 

u(k) = inf{t : Xt C Ck} 

Let Xu(k) denote the process X, stopped at u(k). Then 

for WC {X0 E Ck}, the trajectory Xu(k)(., w) of 

Xu(k) takes values in the compact manifold with boundary 

Ck . The manifold boundary will make no difference to our 

calculations, since Xu(k) stops there. For each k, the 

procedure of Steps 1. to-4. "may be used to construct a 

unique semimartingale U= Uu(k) on L(M), which is constant 

on the random interval [u(k), co), and such that 

(S)f, 
[O, u(k)]'U 

,a=0, p(U) = Xt , for all t. 

(The notation was explained-in §0.6). By continuity" of the 

trajectories of Uu(k), the semimartingales Uu(k) and 

Uu(k+j) are P-equivalent on [O, u(k)] for all positive j. 

Moreover, by the continuity of the trajectories of X, 

lim P (u (k) < t) =0 for all t 
k-+o 

Hence we may define U as lim Uu(k) , and §1.2, (1) follows. o t k-om t 
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2 NON-DEGENERATE DIFFUSIONS AND A GIRSANOV THEOREM 

2.0 Motivation 

The results of this chapter are not new. We present 

here the method of constructing non-degenerate diffusions 

on a manifold, developed by Eells and Elworthy [12 VII. 1] 

and Ikeda and Watanabe [15, V. 4]. Then we derive the 

Girsanov measure transformation which corresponds to 

changing the drift term in the differential generator 

-a formula previously given by Elworthy [11, p. 86]. 

The reason for including this chapter id: 

(a) the constructions are of central importance in 

stochastic differential geometry, 

(b) the geometric Ito calculus developed in §1 provides 

a very direct and simple route, and 

(c) these diffusions will furnish examples of processes 

with mean forward derivatives in §4.3, and of r-mart- 

ingales in §8.1 

In this chapter, the technique of §1 is applied in 

reverse: think of M as an oblong ball resting at zero on 

the plane E, and suppose W is a Brownian motion traced 

out in ink on E. An elliptic operator A on M prescribes 

a special way of rolling, so that if we roll M along the 

path of Fl, then the path X traced out on M is that of a 

diffusion associated to A. 
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2.1 Second-order elliptic operators'and metric connections 

Let M be a manifold of class Ck+2, k>3. We are 

interested in second-order differential operators A on 

M which are representable in local co-ordinates (xi) on 

a chart (W, (p) by 

(1) Af (x) = bi (x) D. f (x) + 2aii (x) Df (x) ,. xEW 

where b(. ) :W -º E and a(. ) :W -º Pos(E) are Ck maps, and 

Pos(E) denotes all positive-definite symmetric elements 

of Gl(E) .. A more elegant prescription would be: 

A: Ck+2(M) ; Ck(M) is a local operator and the equation 

(2) <df, dh>x = A(fh) (x) - f(x)Ah(x)' - h(x)Af(x) 

for f and h in Ck+2(M) and x in M, specifies a 

Riemannian metric {<.,. >x :xE M} on T*M 

Notes. 

1. The metric will be called the A-metric. 

2. The prescription implies that: f (x) =0 "º A (f 3h) (x) =0, 

showing that A is-of-order two. 

3. we shall refer to such operators as elliptic 

Ck differential operators of order two on M, or simply 

as strictly elliptic operators. 

4. The A-metric on T*M induces a Riemannian metric g 

on TM (also denoted {<.,. >x :xE M} ,a Levi-Civita 

connection with covariant derivative and a 

Laplacian A. 
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LEMMA 2.1.1 

(i) For all f in Ck+2 (M), E(f2) (x) = 2f (x) Af (x) + 2<df, df>x 

(ii) A- 20 is a vector field on M. 

Proof. A(f2) - div grad f2 = div (2f Vf) , which is the right side of (i). 

As for (ii), it suffices to verify that the operator C obeys the liebniz 

rule, where 

(3) C=A-2 

For this, it suffices to check that C(f2) = 2f Cf . This 

is immediate from (2) and the result of part W. a 

The following idea comes from Ikeda and Watanabe I15, p. 271]. 

PROPOSITION 2.1.2 

Let C=A- 
jA 

and let 1 denote the Levi-Civita connection 

associated with the A-metric. Then 

(i) For vector fields Q and Z on M, the equation 

(4) VQ Z (X) = VQ Z (X) + n21 (<Z, C>xQ(x) - <Q, Z>xC(x) ) 
i 

defines a metric connection V (or r) for M (see §0.3,2. ). 

(ii) Af (x) =2 Trace (g (x) -1 o Vdf (x) ) 

where g(. ) is the section of Hom(TM, T*M) which sends v in 

TXM to <v,. >X in TXM . 

Remark. In local co-ordinates, Af(x) = 2g3 
(Vdf) 

ij , where 

(g13) denotes the inverse matrix of (gib). Observe that Als a kind of 

"Laplacian", with respect to the new metric connection. 
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Proof. It is elementary to check that V satisfies the axioms 

in §0.1for a linear connection, and that the metric property 

holds. As for (ii), it suffices, by the definitions of C 

and of A to prove that 

(5) cf (x) =1 Trace (g (x) -1 o (Vdf - vdf) (x) ) 

The connection r gives rise to a connection on T*M , whose 

action on exact 1-forms is given by the equation 

OQ df(Z) - 0Q df(Z) = n2 
{<Q, Z>Cf - <Z, C>Qf } 

for vector fields Q and Z, and for f in Ck+2(M) . 

Let x be a point of M, and let Z1,..., Zn be an ortho- 

normal basis of TXM . If C(x) = C3Zj , then 

Ei (Vdf - Vdf) (x) (Zi, Zi) = n? T Ei {<Zi, Z j>xCf (x) - 

<Zi, CjZi >xZif} 

n2 
{nCf(x) - CiZif} = 2Cf(x) 

This verifies (5) .o 

.ý 
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2.2 Construction of a diffusion 

The following procedure for constructing a diffusion 

on M corresponding to the operator A is well-known. It 

was invented by Eells and Elworthy [121VII] when A is the 

Laplacian on a Riemannian manifold, and modified by 

Ikeda and Watanabe [15, Ch. V. 4] so as to work for any 

strictly elliptic A. We repeat it here to illustrate 

the power of the calculus presented in §1. 

Let =M if M is compact, and MU{6} (the one-point 

compactification of M, which is not usually a differential 

manifold) if not. Let W(A) be the path space defined by 

ßy(A) = {w: w is ä cöntinuous mapping [O, co) -. 
A such that 

w(O) EM and if w(t) =S then w(t') =6 for all 

. t">- ti 

The redder will find in Ikeda and Watanabe [15, Ch. IV. 5] , 

a careful description of how to construct the Borel 

a-algebra B(W(1t)) and its canonical filtration, and 

how to obtain a right-continuous filtration (C t). 

Let A be a strictly elliptic. Ck differential operator 

of order two on M. Construct the orthonormal frame bundle 

p: O(M) iM with respect to the A-metric. Since the metric 

is of class Ck , O(M) is a Ck manifold (not Ck+1 as in 

§1.5 ). Let r be the metric connection on M introduced 

in §2.1, to which there corresponds a unique connection 

1-form on O(M) , and a section L of Hom(E; TO(M)) as in §1.1 
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Let W= (Wt, Ft) be Brownian motion on E. For any 

x in M and u in p-1 (x) , we may solve the Stratonovich 

dynamical system on O(M) : 

(1) dU =L (U) o dW , Uo =u 

Since k>3, L is a C2 section of Hom(E; TO(M)) , so (1) 

has a unique solution (which may explode), as shown in 

Elworthy 112. VII§1] Define 

xt =p (Ut) 

PROPOSITION 2.2.1 

t 

(a) The law of the process X on M depends only on x, not 

on the initial frame u in p(x) . Consequently we may 

speak of the family of measures {Px :xE M} on 

(W( ), 8(W(A))) induced by X. 

(b) The family {Px :xE M} is a diffusion measure 

generated by A, meaning that 

ti) It is a strongly Markovian system (see Ikeda and 

Watanabe [15, p"190] for the definition ). 

(ii) For all `f in Ck+2 (M) with compact support, Cf = 

(Ct, F ) is a martingale, where 

f (Xs) ds Ct =f (Xt) -f (Xo) - 
Jo 

A 

In fact 

(2) cf = (r) jX df =J (df(x) o u)dW 
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Proof. 
1 

(a) Suppose u and u' are elements of p -(x) 
. There exists aE 0(E) 

(the orthogonal group of E) such that u' =u"a. Suppose U is the 

solution of (1) with starting value u. It suffices to prove that the 

process U' , where Ut' a Ut "a is the solution of (1) with starting value 

u' , for then p(U*) a p(Ut) for all t, and X. does not depend on the 

choice of u in p1 ix) " 

It is straightforward to verify from §1.1, (1) and the invariance 

property Hu. 
a 

TRa(Hu) of the horizontal subspaces, that 

L(u"a)(a 
le) 

a Tu Ra(L(u)e) 

By the usual rules for Stratonovich differentials, 

d(Ut"a) - d(Ra(Ut)) - TU 
t 

Ra(L(Ut) " dWt) 

= L(U "a) " (a idW ) 
tt 

Since the law of Brownian motion on E is invariant under the orthogonal 

transformation a, there is a Brownian motion W' on E such that 

d(Ut) a L(Ut) " dBt 

This verifies that U' satisfies (1) with initial value u' . 

(b) The proof of (i) follows from (a) ; see Ikeda and Watanabe [15, Remark 

4.1, p. 2691. 

Take an orthonormal basis (el,..., en) for E. Suppose Wt 

(W 1 
..., Wt) with respect to this basis. By Proposition 2.1.2, (ii) 

Af(Xs)ds °2 Ep Vdf(X8)(u (ep), Us(ep))ds 

since (Us(e1),..., Us(en)) is an orthonormal basis for TX . So 
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Af(Xg)ds aL Vdf(Xs)(U8(eP), U$(eq))d<Wt, Wq>s 

by an elementary property of Brownian motion. By Corollary 1.4.2, we deduce 

(S)fX df - (r)JX df af Af(X)dt 

and, by 40.6, (2), the value of the left side at time t is 

f(%t) - f(X0) - (r) ft df 
R 

0 

Consequently 

cf a (r) fx 
df 

and the second identity of (2) follows from Theorem 1.2.1 part (a). Equation 

(2) shows at once that Cf is a local martingale. On the other hand the 

definition of Cf shows that 

C=I < 2K1 + tK2 

where K1 - sup {lf(x)I: xE M} and K2 - sup (IAf(x) xE M) . Hence Cf 

is a martingale. 0 
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2.3 Girsanov theorem for diffusions 

We began with two lemmas to help with computations. The first is a well- 

known result of martingale calculus. 

LEMMA 2.3.1 

Conditions (I) and (II) are equivalent: 

(I) N is a continuous real-valued local martingale. 

(II) For all real b, Nb is a continuous local martingale, where 

Nt - exp(bNt -2 b2<N>t) 

Proof. See Kallianpur [18, p. 1661. 

LEMMA 2.3.2 

Let A, r, and X be as in $2.2, and let N- (r)f P for some 1-form 

p. Then 

<N>t - Jo ii 
iIRs 

ds 

where the norm is taken with respect to the A-metric. 

Moreover if p is bounded by K, then 

E I(exp(Nt -I <N>t))2] < eK 
2t 

Proof. By theorem 1.2.2(a), 

(1) Nt - ft (p(x) " U)dW". 

d<N>t s Ei (P(Xt) " Ut(e))2 dt 

But Ut(el),..., Ut(e is an orthonormal basis of TX M, so the first 

formula followa. As for the second, let 

Rt = exp(Nt -2 Nt 

By Ito's formula,. 
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Rt fo Rs dNs = fo Rs(p(Xs) 0 Us)dWs 

ds) < K2 E(ft R2 ds) E(R2) ° E(ft R2 IIII9 

The desired result now follows from Gronwall's inequality. 0 
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THEOREM 2.3.3 (Girsanov theorem) 

Let A be a elliptic operator on M, inducing a 

metric {<.,. >x :xE M} and a metric connection r as in 

§2.1. Let V be a vector field on M which Is bounded with 

respect to the A-metric. Let p be the 1-form p(x) _ 

<V,. > ,.. For each x in M, construct a process X on M 

starting at x, and a measure Px on (W (lß) ,B (W (lß))) as in 

§2.2. Define 

(2) Rx(t) = exp{Nt - 
2<N>t} 

, where N= (r)f p 

Then 

(i) There is a measure Qx on (W (lei) ,8 (W (14))) such that 

Qx << Px , and 

(3) dQX = RX(t) dPX on Ct ,t>0 

for all x in M. Moreover 

(ii) The family {Qx :xE M} is a diffusion measure 

associated with the operator 

(4) 1. =, A+V 

Remark. By equation (1) and Lemma 2.3.2, we could write 

(2) as 

Rx(t) = exp{ft 
0 

(p(XS) o Us)dWs - 
2Jot IIVIIX 

s 
ds} 

since IIVIIx = IIp1Ix . This agrees with the formula of 

Elworthy (11, p. 86] . See [S , p. 165] for a fuller account. 
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Proof. 

(i) By formula (1), N is a local martingale. The integrand 

in (1) is bounded by 11pIl x= JIVIIX , which is bounded 
ss 

by some constant. Hence N is a martingale. By the two Lemmas, 

(RX(t), Ft) is a non-negative P-martingale. By a well- 

known result (see e. g. Kallianpur [18 ,p . 19 ]) , RX (co) = 

lim RX(t) exists a. s. and E RX; (co) = 1. Define a measure 
t-, c 
Q on N, F) by 

dQ = Rx(co)dP 

Since RX(t) = EP[RX(co)IFt] a. s. [P], it is easy to check 

that dQ = Rx (t) dP on Ft . Define Qx (for x. E M, . Xo = x) on 

(W (A) ,B (W (A))) to be the image of Q under X. It is 

immediate that '(3) is satisfied. 

(ii) The family {Qx :xC M} inherits the strong Markov 

property from the family {P 
x: 

xE M} . It remains to 

check that for all f in Ck+2(M) with compact support, 

(Ct'F )' is a Q-martingale, where 

r 
Ct =f (X )-f (X) -t lo- (Af + Vf) (X) ds 

0S 

or equivalently, 

r 
(5) Ct = Ct -t J Vf (X) ds 

0 

where Cf is the P-martingale introduced in Proposition 

2.2.1., By Lemma 2.3.1, it suffices to show that for all 

s<t, all F in Fs, and all real numbers b, 
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EQ[1F exp{bat - 
lb2<Cf>t}] 

= 

(6) 
E4[1F exp{bCs - 2b2<Cf>S}] 

The left side can be written, using (2) ; (3), and (5), as 

b2<Cf>11 (7) Ep[1F exp{N + bCt - 
1<N> 

t-bt 
j 

Vf(X)ds -2t t0S 

since Cf has the same -increasing process as Cf . 

Let H denote the P-martingale (N + bCf) . Then by 

martingale calculus, 

<H>t = <N>t + b2<Cf>t + 2<N, bCf>t 

However 

rt = (r) jX p=f (p (x) 0 U)dw 

cf = (r) fX df =f (df (x) o U) dW 

and by the method of. Lemma 2.3.2, 

rt t 
<N, Cf>t =1 <p, df>X ds Vf (Xs) ds 

0s0 

Consequently (7) can be expressed as 

(8) EP[1F exp(Ht - 2<H>t) 
] 

By the Lemmas, (dxp (Ht - 
j<H>t) ) is a P-martingale. So 

(8) equals 

EP(1F exp(HS - 2<H>S)] 

which is the right side of (6), by the foregoing 

calculation. This verifies (6) and completes the proof. a 
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3_ APPROXIMATING ITO INTEGRALS OF DIFFERENTIAL FORMS 

3.0 Motivation 

The stochastic integral of a continous real-valued 

process K with respect toa continuous, semimartingale X 

can be obtained as the limit in probability of Riemann 

sums of the form Ei K(ti ) (X(tj+1) - X(ti )) , as is 

well known. Suppose now that X is a continuous semi- 

martingale on a manifold M with a linear connection r, 

and is a first-order differential form on M. A natural 

way to construct a stochastic integral of n along the path 

of X is as follows. Let v be a bounded stopping-time and 

(0 = v(O) < v(1) < ... < v(q) = v) a partition of the interval 

[0, v] by increasing stopping-times, chosen according to. 

certain technical criteria. Write Xi instead of X(v(j)). Let 

yj be the geodesic on M (assumed unique) with i (0) = Xj , 

Yj(1) = Xj+1 . The derivative of yi at zero is an element 

of the tangent space at Xi , and is usually denoted 

expX1 
7 

(Xj+1) 

We approximate the Ito integral of n along X from 0 to 

v, with respect to the connection r, by the Riemann sum 

Ei n (Xi) (expX1 (Xj+1) ) 

We prove that as the mesh of the partition tends to. *zero, such 

Riemann sums converge in probability ( and on a Riemannian 
2 

manifold, in L) to the Ito integral 

cr) jn 
xo 
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3.1 The exponential map in differential geometry 

Let M be a Ck+2 manifold, k12, modelled on E, 

and denote its tangent bundle by T: TM ;M. Let r be 

a Ck connection for M, so that the notion of geodesic 

is defined. If x is a point of M, expx is the map from 

a neighbourhood of zero in TXM to M, which takes a 

tangent vector v to the point y(1), where y is the 

geodesic through x with j(0) = v. Let A denote the 

diagonal {(x, x): xE M} ,a closed submanifold of MxM. 

Define C: A - TM by C(x, x) = Ox , the zero vector in TM. 

From the tubular neighbourhood theorem (see Lang [23, IV§5] ) 

it follows that there exists an open neighbourhood Q of 

C(A) in TM, and an open neighbourhood V0 of A in MxM, 

such that the map f: Q -º V0 given by v -º (T (v) , expT (v) (v) ) 

is a Ck diffeomorphism. When (x, x') belongs to V0 , 

f-(x, x') will be written as exp-1(x#), which is a 

tangent vector at x. Finally take V to be an open 

neighbourhood of A in MxM such that VcV0 . 

Let (W, p) be a chart at some x in M. Let W' be the 

set of x' such that (x, x') belongs to the set V`defined 

above. Let u be a linear frame at x, that is, a linear 

isomorphism from E to TX M. Define a map *: (p(W') -+ E by 

1) = ('P o expx o- u) -1 

Since the connection r is of class Ck, k > 2, is a Ck 

map and Dý and D2ý are well-defined on the open set p(W'). 

The following elementary results will be needed later: 
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LEMMA 3.1.1 (Derivatives of the exponential map) 

(i) Dý-1 (O) = Tx(P 0u 

or in intrinsic notation, d(u-1 o exp-1)(u(e)) =e, eEE 

(ii) D2ý «Ox) (e, e#) - Dp (cpx) (r (x) (e, e') )=0, e, e" EE 

or in intrinsic notation, Vd(ü 1o 
exp-1)(x) =O 

Proof. 

Equation (i) is Corollary 3.1 in Eliasson (10, p. 180]. As 

for (ii), let I'(. ) denote the local connector associated 

with the chart (W' , e) at x, where 9 is the map (expx o u) -1 
. 

The usual transformation formula for local connectors 

(see for example Eliasson [10, p. 172]) reads 

DFV(cpx') (r(x') (e, e')) = D2e (cpx') (e, e') + 

r (x*) (De (tpx") (e) #De (cpx") (e*) ) 

for all x' in W'. Put x' =x. By the well-known property 

of normal co-ordinates, T(x) =0. Equation (ii) follows. o 
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3.2 Geodesic deviation 

The notion of geodesic correction to the stochastic 

development occurs in the work of Dohrn and Guerra [ 8] 

(for Brownian motion) and in a forthcoming article of 

Meyer [29]. The treatment here begins from first principles. 

Let M and r be as in §3.1, and let X be a semimartingale 

on M. Let U be a horizontal lift of X to L(M) through r, 

and let Z be the corresponding stochastic development of 

X into E, as in §1.2. Let u and u' be bounded stopping-times 

such that uä u', and the pair (Xu, Xt) belongs to V (see §3.1) 

for all t in the stochastic interval [u, u']. Hence 

expX(Xu. ) is well-defined. 
U 

DEFINITION 

The geodesic deviation of X from time u to time u', using 

the horizontal lift U, is the E-valued random variable 

(1) G(u, u'i = Zu, - Zu - (Uu 10 
expX1) (Xu-) 

u 

Theft main, aim of' this section is. toi express ,. G (u, u'., ) as a 

stochastic integral with respect to Z and the tensor quad- 

ratic variation of Z. 

THEOREM 3.2.1 (Geodesic deviation formula) 

u' 
G(u, u') =J {[z - de(x) o ut1dzt - 

(2) u 

1Vdeu(xt) (Udz®Udz) } 

> 
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where eu = (Uu o expX1) 
u 

If (el ., en) is a basis for E, and Zt = (Z1.... Zn) with 

respect to this basis, we could also write 

ru 
G(u, u') = Ju {dZt - dou(Xt) (Ut(ep))dZt 

-1 vdeu (x 
t) 

(Ut (ep) . Ut(eq)) d<ZP, Zq>t } 

If we abbreviate (2) to 

(3) G(u, u') =J {R(u, t) dZt + Q(u, t) (dZ®dZ) 
t} 

fu 
u 

then R(u, t) and Q(u, t) are continuous in t on the stochastic 

interval (u, u'], and 

(4) R(u, u) =0, Q(u, u) =O 

Proof. Regard the stopping-time u as fixed. There exists a 

map F: n xM -* E, satisfying the conditions of Corollary 

1.4.4, such that for each w , F(w, x) = 0u(w) (w, x) for all 

x in a suitable neighbourhood W(w) of Xu(w) (w). The fact 

that F(w,. ) is C2 follows from the fact that the map 

(x, x') -> expX1 (x') is. C2 on the. domain. V.. Formula (2) is 

now immediate from the definition (1), and Corollary 1.4.4. 

The continuity in t of R(u, t) and Q(u, t) follows from 

the continuity ( for each w) of deu and Vdeu , and the fact 

that X is a continuous process. Assertion (4) follows from 

Lemma 3.1.1 . 13 
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3.3 L2 primitive processes and stochastic monotone 

convergence 

The following ideas are borrowed entirely from 

Metivier and Pellaumail [26]. Let J and K be Hilbert 

spaces, and let L be the space of all bounded linear 

operators from J to K with the operator norm. Take the 

time interval T to be [O, ') or [O, tm], some tm < (n , 

and let a' = i2 x (T. {O}) . For the notion of predictable 

a-algebra on c', consult [26 , §1.7] . Let X be a J-valued 

stochastic process indexed by T. The notion of (L, J, K)- 

L2-primitive process, or simply L2-process when'J and 

K are fixed, is defined in [26 , §2.3] . Such a process 

X has the following property (this is almost the 

definition): 

(1) there exists a finite positive measure i on pre- 

dictable sets, vanishing on evanescent sets, and such that 

for every bounded L-valued predictable process Y, 

E(IIST YdX IIK) fý. IIYIIL dY 

we say in this case that the measure y dominates X (for 

the bilinear mapping LxJf K). 

Remark. All Hilbert-valued processes: of finite variation 

and all Hilbert-valued square integrable martingales on T 

are (L, J, K)-L2-primitive processes for all Hilbert spaces 

K, as shown in [26 , §2.7, §2.6] . 
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The following result is a straightforward extension of 

[26 , §2.11]. 

PROPOSITION 3.3.1 (Stochastic monotone convergence) 

Let X be a J-valued semimartingale-and let K be any 

Hilbert space. Let (Yn) be a sequence of L-valued 

predictable processes such that almost surely the 

sequence (IIYn(t, w)IIL :nE N) converges monotonically 

to zero for all t. Then for every bounded stopping-time v, 

rV 
lim prob* J YndX =0 

n -, 0 

Proof. Suppose tm is a positive real number which is an 

upper bound for v. Let X denote the restriction of X to 

the time interval [O, tm] . By [26 . §10.9 and §2.9] ,X is 

a local (L, J, K)-L2-primitive process. Let (u(k)) be a 

localizing sequence for X, in the sense of 126 º§2.91" 

Let 

1(k) = inf{t: IIY1(t)IIL > k} , 

ü(k) = u(k) A 1(k) 

one can check that. (ü(k)) is a localizing sequence for X. 

Clearly the sequence (Yn) is uniformly bounded on [O, u(k)] 

for each k. The result now follows from [26, §2.11] . 

(Actually it is almost immediate from the definition'(1) 

and Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem for the 

local dominating measures. ) 13 

i 
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3.4 Approximation theorems for Ito integrals of 1-forms 

THEOREM 3.4.1 (Approximation in probability) 

Let M be a Ck+2 manifold with a Ck connection r, k.? ý2. Let, X" 

be a semimartingale on M and let v be a bounded stopping- 

time. Suppose that for each natural number n, (v(n, m): mE N) 

is an increasing sequence of bounded stopping-times 

such that: 

(i) For each n, the (v(n, m): mE N) are a subset of the 

(v (n+1 , m) :mE N). 

(ii) lim sup (v(n, m+1) - v(n, m)) = 0" almost surely 
n->(* m 

(iii) lim P(v(n, m) < v) =0 for every n 
m->o* 

(iv) (Xn, 
m ' 

Xn, m+1) 
EV for all n, m, where V is the 

subset of MxM defined in §3.1, and Xn,, 
m 

is short for 

X(v(n, m) A V)- In other words, expX1 (Xn, 
m+1) 

is a 
n, m 

well-defined random vector in the tangent space at 

Xn, 
m 

for all n, m. 

Then for all 1=forms n on, M, 

(1) (r) fn= lim prob E rn (X 
n) 

(exp 1 (X )) 
Xo vn 

�+ a, m ,m Xn'm n, m+1 

where Xným =X (v(n, ri) n v) ; (by assumption (iii) the right 

side is well-defined, because (iii) implies that for every n, 

P(lim v(n, m) < v) =0, so almost surely the sum in (1) has only finitely 
m+C0 

many terms. ) 
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THEOREM 3.4.2 (Approximation in L2, for Riemannian M) 

Let (M, g) be a Ck+2 Riemannian manifold, with a Ck metric 

connection (possibly with torsion) r. Let 0< tm < and 

let v bea stopping-time with values in 0, td . Let X be a 

semimartingale on M with the property (s): 

(*) some (and hence every) stochastic development Z of X 

into E, with respect to r., is an (E*, E, R1 )-L? - 

primitive process on [O, tm], in the sense of §3.3. 

Let (v(n, m)) be a family of stopping-times satisfying the 

conditions of Theorem 3.4.1. Then for all 1-forms n 

of compact support, 

(a) (rý f TI is in L2(P) 

0 

(b) If Sn denotes Em n (Xn, 
m) 

(exPX1 (X 
m+1)) ' then 

n, m n' 

Sn is in L2(P) for each n. 

(c) (r) f 
xo 

ri = L2lim Fm n (Xn�m). (expXným(Xn, 
m+1) 

) 

0 

where L2-lim means limit in L2(P). 

Note. If Z is the sum of a square-integrable martingale 

on [o, tm] and a process of finite variation, then X 

satisfies W. See §3.3. 
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3.5 Proofs 

The first step of the proof is common to both theorems. 

Step 1" 

We introduce the following notations: 

(1) Tn(v) = (T) 1Xv 
n- Zm n (Xn, 

m) 
(expx1 (Xn, 

m+1) 
) 

0 n�m 

Gn, m+1 = G(v(n, m)Av, v(n, m+1)Av) 

where the last expression is the geodesic deviation 

with respect to a chosen horizontal lift U (to L(M) 

in the case of Theorem 3.4.1, or to O(M) in the case of 

Theorem 3.4.2); this was defined in §3.2. 

Feim = ]v(n, m)Av, v(n, m+1)nv] 

(2) at =n (Xt) ° Ut , an, m = av(n, m) nv 

Notice that the process (at) takes values in E*.. Theorem 

1.2.2 (a) says that 

(r) IXv fVo 
atdZt 

0 

The definition of geodesic deviation in §3.2, (1) shows 

that 

Ti (Xnim) (eXPXnjm(Xn, 
m+1)) = an, m(Zn, m+1 - Znim) 

aA, m(Gn, m+1) 

where Zn, 
m = Zv(n, 

m)Av " Consequently (1) gives 
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Jv 
Tn(v) = Jn(t)dZt + Fm an, m(G n, m+1) 

where 

(3) Jn(t) = Fm 1F (t) (at - an, m) ' 
n, m 

The geodesic deviation formula, §3.2, (2), shows that 

V 

Em an, m(Gn, m+1) = 
J{R (t)dZt - Qn(t) (dZ®dZ)t} 

where 

(4) Rn(t) = Fm 'Fn, 
m(t) 

an, m(I - den�m(xt) o Ut) 

(5) Q(t) = 2Em 1Fn, (t) an, m(7d8n, m(Xt) 
(Ut(. ) , Ut(. )) )m 

(The maps eu were defined in §3.2, and An,, 
m = ev(n, m)Äv ') 

We arrive at the formula: 

V 

(6) Tn(V) = 
fo { (Jn + Rn)dZ - Qn(dZ®dZ) } 
J 

Step 2. Proof of Theorem 3.4.1 

We. are required to prove that Tn(v) tends to zero in 

probability as n tends to infinity. The result will 

follow from (6) and Proposition 3.3.1 provided we can show 

that, almost surely, the sequences IJn(t)II IRn(t)I , 

and IIQn(t)II converge monotonically to zero. First 

of all 

lin(t)" = Fm 1Fn, 
m 

(t)Iat - an, mI -+ 0 a. s. as n -, W 

using assumption §3.4, (ii) and the fact that (at) has 

continuous trajectories; monotonicity follows from 
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assumption §3.4, (i). Next 

IRn(t) I< Em 1F 
n, m 

(t) Ia(v) I*Ir - dan, 
m(Xt) 0 UtI 

where (a(v)1* = sup{Ia(t)I :0ätä v} . Almost surely, 

this converges monotonically to zero using §3.4, (1) and 

(ii) and the last part of Theorem 3.2.1. The conclusion 

for Qn(t) follows in the same way. 13 

Step 3. Proof of Theorem 3.4.2 

The expressions in Step 1 now have a slightly different 

meaning, because U is now a horizontal lift through r to 

the bundle of orthonormal frames, and n is a 1-form with 

compact support.. Consequently there is a constant c1 

(= the norm of n with respect to the Riemannian metric) 

such that 

(7) 1 atI =In (xt) 0 UtI ä c1 for all t 

Let A be a compact subset of M containing the support of 

ri. There exists constants c2 and c3 such that for all x and 

y in A, all orthonormal frames u at x, and all e, e' in E, 

(8) le - d(u 1o 
expX1) (y) (u(e)) I c21eI 

(9) IVd(u o expXý) (y) Me) , u(e*)) II c3IeI"le' 

Equations (3) and (7) show that 

(10) IJn(t) I 2c 1 

Equations (4) , (7), and (8) show that 
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(11) IRn(t) I c1c2 

and equations (5) , (7) , and (9) show that 

(12) I (4n (t) II< c1 c3 

Let a be a dominating measure for Z and 0a dominating 

measure for the tensor quadratic variation of Z, in the 

sense of §3.3. Then 

E(I (r) 
JXv 

n 12) = E(I 
JVo 

atdzt12) (cl)2a(n') 

0 

by (7) and §3.3, (1). This verifies assumption (a) of the 

theorem. Moreover by (6) and §3.3, (1) 

(13) E(ITn(v) 12) 12fn, IJn + RnI2 da + 2fa, I (4nI 12 dß 

The inequalities (10) to (12) show that the right side of 

(13) is bounded by a constant, so Tn(v) is square integrable. 

Equation (1) and the result of part (a) lead directly to 

assertion (b). 

Finally, we saw in Step 2 that Jn , Rn , and Qn all 

converge to zero almos t.. surely. Inequalities. (10) to (12) 

show that they are also bounded by constants. Hence 

Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem may be applied to 

(13) to deduce that 

1im E(ITn(v) I2) =O 
n-.. 

which is assertion (c). El 
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4 MEAN FORWARD DERIVATIVE OF A SEMIMARTINGALE ON A MANIFOLD 

4.0 Motivation 

This chapter presents yet another application of the 

techniques of horizontal lifting and stochastic develop- 

ment of semimartingales. The notion of mean forward. deriv- 

ative for real-valued processes was introduced by Nelson 

[30, §11] for his theory of Stochastic Mechanics. General- 

izations to certain classes of processes on Riemannian 

manifolds were given by Dankel [ 5] and Dohrn and Guerra 

[ 8]. 

We begin by defining the mean forward derivative 

of Banach-valued processes in a new way,. inspired partly 

by a lecture by Pierre Bremaud (Paris) at Bielefeld 

University in October 1981. We deliberately avoid ex- 

pressions. such as 
1 E[Xt+e - XtIFt] for reasons ex- 

plained in §4.1, Remark (i). When X takes values in a 

manifold M with a connection r, we can (under certain 

conditions) define the mean forward derivative DX with 

respect to r. We check that when M is Riemannian and X 

is a diffusion'corresponding to a strictly elliptic 

operator A= 
2O 

+C, where C is a vector field, then the 

mean forward derivative of X with respect to the Levi- 

Civita connection is the TM-valued process C(X). 

Finally we indicate how such mean forward derivatives 

might be calculated, using the Ito integral approximation 

theorem 3.4.2 . 
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4.1 Mean forward derivative of a process in a Banach space 

Suppose H and A are a pair of processes taking values 

in a Banach space J. As usual LJ(P) denotes the vector space 

of J-valued P-integrable random variables. Consider the 

properties: 

(a) the increments {(Ht - Hs) :Oäs<t< c} belong 

to LJ(P) r 

(b) X is cadlag (i. e. has trajectories which are right- 

continuous with left limits) and the stochastic integral 

t Ja (s) ds 
0 

exists in LJ(P) for all t, 

(c) for all s<t and all A in if , 

(1) E[ 1A (Ht - HS) ]= E[ lA Jt(u)du] 

DEFINITION 

A J-valued process H will be called an (MFD)-process with 

mean forward derivative DH. if (H, DH) is a pair satisfying 

(a) , (b) , and (c) above. 

Trivial'example. 

Let N be a real-valued martingale, of which we choose a 

cadlag version, and let b be a bounded continuous function. 

Then the composite process boN is cadlag, and 

b(Ns)ds exists, and is in LA(P) by Fubini's Theorem. Jt 0 
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Let 

t 
Ht = Nt +f b(Ns)ds . Then H is an (MFD)-process with 

b 
mean forward derivative boN 

Remarks. 

(i) The definition of (MFD)-process is modelled on Nelson's 

definition of an; (R1)-process in [30 , §11]. However the 

condition that tf DH(t) be continuous into L1 (P) is 

dropped. The formula (1) is felt to be better than 

DH(t) = 1. i. m. (E E[Ht+E - HtIFt]) 
C -i 0 

because it is more convenient both for theoretical. analysis 

and for pract"ical. calculation. 

(ii) The requirement that DH is cadlag is included because 

it is useful to write DH(t, w) as lim DH(t+e, ) for all u. 
&-ºo 

Right- (rather than left-) continuity corresponds to a 

forward (rather than backward) derivative. 

(iii) The definition could be stated in terms of the 

Doleans. function of H; *see Metivier and Pelläumail [26, §1.15] . 

(iv) The mean forward derivative is unique up to modification, 

n at least if J ='R; this can be deduced from Lemma 4.1.1. 

(v) A J-valued process H is a martingale if and only if 

it is an (MFD)-process such that Ho E LJ(P) and DH = 0. 

(vi) Suppose J and K are Banach spaces and L is a Banach 

space embedded in the space of bounded linear operators 
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from J to K, with the operator norm. If Ii is a J-valued 
_(MFD) -- 

process and also a semimartingale, then for all bounded: predictable 

L-valued processes Q. 

rt 
(2) E[ it 

t 
QsdHS] = E[ 10' QSDH(s)ds] , for all t. 

The proof may be outlined as follows. Define a J-valued semimartingale 

C by 

t 
Ct = Ht -f DH(s)ds 

Let E(L) denote the L-valued simple, predictable processes in the 

sense of -Metivier and Pellaumail [26, §2.21. By (1), for each t 

rt 
(3) E[J YsdCsj' =0, YE E(L) 

O 

Let us fix t. By (26, §2,9, §1O'. 91 there is a localizing sequence 

of stopping times (u(n)) for C, and a dominating measure an for 

each of the stopped processes Cu(n), defined on the predictable 

a-algebra P of c' = S2x jO, t] ; see 126, §2.3, §1.13']. For each n, E (L) 

. 
is dense in LL (n' , p, Qtn) , which contains all the bounded predictable 

processes. Hence (3) holds for all such processes. This verifies (2). P 

LEMMA 4'. 1.1 

Let Y be an E (= Rn)-valued cadlag process such that 

ft Ysds exists and belongs to LE 1(p) for all t 
0 

if 
rb 

ds] =0 for all O<a<b <'. -co, and all AEF EL1A1 Ys 
a a 

then Y is zero up to modification. 
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t 
Proof. Let R be the process: Rt =J Ysds . The condition 

0 
implies that R is a martingale. However it is also of 

finite variation, hence null by a well-known theorem; 

see, for example, Kallianpur I18, p. 411. Hence for (Lebesgue) 

almost all t, Yt =0a. s. By right continuity of the paths 

of Y, Yt =0a. s. for all t; in other words Y is zero up 

to modification. 13 

0 
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4.2 Mean forward derivative on a manifold with a connection 

Let M and r be as in §1.1. Let X be a semimartingale 

on M, let U be a horizontal lift of X to L(M) through r, 

and let"Z be the corresponding stochastic development of 

X into Eas in §1.2. 

DEFINITION 

X will be called an (MFD)-semimartingale on M, with respect 

to r, whenever Z is an (MFD)-process on E, in the sense of 

§4.1. The mean' forward' derivative of X, denoted DX, is the 

TM-valued process 

(1) DX(t) = Ut(DZ(t)) E TX M 
t 

Remarks. 

(a) The choice of horizontal lift U. (i. e. the choice of 

U0) does not affect whether Z is an (MFD)-process or not. 

(b) The left side of (1) is the same, whichever horizon- 

tal lift is chosen. 

(c) The process DX is not in general continuous; its 

"horizontal" part X is continuous, but the vertical part 

may jump. This kind of process has been studied by Duncan.. 

[371. See also Rogerson [32]. 

LEMMA 4.2.1 (Mean forward derivatives and Ito integrals) 

Let X be an (MFDX-semimartingale with respect to T. 

Let n-... be a 1-form on M and let N= (T) fxn. Let v be 
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a bounded stopping-time such that Nv^t is in L1 (P) for all 

t. Let Nv denote the process N stopped at v, and likewise 

for Xv. and -DXv . Then Nv is an (MFD) -process and 

(2) r1 (Xt) (DX"(t)) = DNV (t) 

Proof. By Theorem 1.2.2, (a), 

rtAv 
NV(t) - NV(S) =1 (n (XU) o UU)dZu ,s<t 

snv 

Hence for all A in F, Remark (vi) of*§4.1 shows that 

tAV 
E(1A (NV(t) - N°(s)) ]= E(lA 

J 
(n(Xu) o Uu)DZ(u)du 

snv 

fto V 
=E[ 1A 1n (XU) (DX (u)) du by (1) 

sAV 

which proves (2) . 13 

Remark. Formula (2). gives a convenient way of evaluating 

DX ; simply evaluate DN for sufficiently many 1-forms n. 
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4.3 Non-degenerate diffusions as examples of (MFD)- 

semimartingales 

Let A be an elliptic operator on M, as defined 

in §2.1. As before, we construct an A-metric on M, a Levi- 

Civita connection r, a Laplacian p, and a vector field 

C=A- 20 on M. Then the special connection associated to 

A, written r, may be defined. Using this we construct a 

diffusion process X as in §2.2. Whatever the initial 

frame U0, the stochastic development of X into E, through 

the connection r, is of course a Brownian motion W, whose 

mean forward derivative is zero by §4-. l, -Remark (v). Hence 

with respect to.. the connection r, X is an (MFD)- semi- 

martingale with mean forward derivative DX = 0. 

Consider instead the Levi-Civita connection T. 

PROPOSITION 4.3.1 

X is an (MFD)-semimartingale with respect to r, with 

mean forward. derivative 

(1) DX (t) =C (Xt) 

Proof. 

Let f be a Ck+2 function on M with compact support. Let 

Y= (r) f df - (r) fX df 

Combining Corollary 1.5.2 and equation §2.2, (2), we see that 

rt 
Yt =J Cf (XS) ds 

0 

Let N= (r) jX df . By Proposition 2.2-1, (r) f df is a 

martingale. Consequently the mean forward derivative of 
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N is the same as that of Y, namely 

DN (t) = Cf (Xt) 

More generally, one may calculate from §0.7, (2) that if 

n is any 1-form with compact support and N= (T)fX n, 

then 

DN (t) =n (Xt) (C (Xt) ) 

It is easy to check from first principles that a stochastic 

development of X through is an Ito diffusion process 

with a mean forward derivative; hence DX exists. By the 

last line and Lemma 4.2.1, we must have 

DX (t) =C (Xt) 

as desired. 13 

Remark. This verifies that the present definition of 

mean forward derivative coincides with those given by 

Dankei [5] and by Dohrn and Guerra [8] for diffusions 

on Riemannian manifolds. 
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4.4 Calculating the mean forward derivative of a 

diffusion with 'unknown coefficients 

This section is merely heuristic, not rigorous. 

Suppose an applied mathematician is making'discrete-time 

observations of a diffusion process . X, with unknown 

coefficients, on a Riemannian manifold M. We would like 

to indicate how he might calculate an. approximation 

to the mean forward derivative DX. 

Suppose for simplicity that M is embedded in a 

Euclidean space G, and F: M -. G is the embedding. Let 

be the Levi-Civita connection for M, and define a 

G-valued process N by 

N= (r)fdF 

By Lemma 4.2.1, the mean forward derivative DX is com- 

pletely specified by the equation 

dF (Xt) (DX (t)) = DN(t) 

Let (X1, X2,,.. ) denote the values of X at successive 

time-points (tl, t21... ). Forgetting certain technicalities, 

Theorem 3.4.2 shows that at each time t 

Nt = 
b2ýlöm 

Ej: t'<t 
dF(Xi)(expx (Xj+l)), 6 sup{t+1-tk} L 

Suppose we fix a time tk and an event A in the7a-algebra 

Fk generated by the past observations {Xj ,j k}; It is 

natural from the fore-going formulas to say: 
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"approximate the value of DX(tk), conditional on A, by 

(tk+1 - tk)-1 times the average in TX 
kM 

of 

expX1(Xk+1) over all sample trajectories X for which 
k 

A holds. " 

The properties of this estimate are a topic for 

future study. 
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PART B 

MARTINGALES ON MANIFOLDS 
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5 r-MARTINGALES 

N 5.0 Motivation 

The chapter begins with an intrinsic defintion of 

a martingale on a manifold with a connection r, in terms 

of r-convex functions. We go on to give five. other character- 

izations, in terms of: the horizontal lift to L(M), the 

stochastic development, the Ito integral of a differential 

form, the local connectors, and the mean forward derivative. 

All the proofs are easy, with. the exception of one, which is 

extremely hard, and which uses most of the machinery of §3. 

A r-martingale may perhaps best be understood as 

a semimartingale whose stochastic development is a 

local martingale in the model space( Meyer[28, p. 94]). 
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5.1 Definition in terms of r-convex functions 

Let M be Ck+2 manifold, kä0, modelled on Euclidean 

n-space E, with. a Ck linear connection r. (The same defin- 

ition would work for an infinite-dimensional manifold). 

We shall give the simplest intrinsic definition of a 

r-martingale, which arose from a suggestion of J. Eells and 

K. D. Elworthy in 1980. 

DEFINITION 

A triple (W, W', f) will be called a r-martingale tester 

(or simply tester) if W and W' are open sets in M with 

Wc W', and f: W' -º R is a C2 T-convex function (see §0.1, (2)). 

A process X= (Xt, Ft) on M will be called a-r-martingale 

if it is a (continuous) semimartingale, and for all 

r-martingale testers (W, W', f), the process Y is a local 

submartingale, where 

Y=J 1F, d(f o X) rF={ (tow) : Xt(w) E W} 

Remarks. 

(i) A natural question is: are there enough local r-convex 

functions to make the definition meaningful ? Given any x 

in M, we can take a normal co-ordinate system in a 

neighbourhood of x; then within a smaller neighbourhood, 

it is possible to take a local-co-ordinate system 

consisting of r-convex functions which are quadratic. 

functions of the normal co-ordinates; see Ishihara [16, p. 219]. 
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(ii) Strictly speaking, what we have defined is a 

continuous local r-martingale. Since the notion of 

distance is not defined on M, we have no notion of 

integrability ( for random variables), hence no notion 

of martingale. 

(iii) The random variable Yt is always well-defined; for 

given a C2 convex function f: W' -+ R, there exists a C2 

function f1 :M -+ R such that f-== f1 on W. By the-definition 

of semimartingale on M, f1 oX is a real-valued semi- 

martingale. Also 1F is a bounded predictable process 

since X is continuous and W is open. Consequently the 

integral 

Yt =1t. 1F(s)d(f1 o Xs) = ft 1F(s)d(f o XS) 
00 

is well-defined. 

A multitude of examples will be given in §8. We give 

two elementary examples straight away ( one in §5.2) to 

verify that the definition of r-martingale is a suitable 

one. 

Euclidean continuous local martingäl'es 

Let M=E with the trivial connection r, whose local 

connector in the chart id: E -, --E is zero. Let X be a 

continuous semimartingale on E. If X is a local martingale 

in the usual sense and (W, W', f) is a tester, then Ito's 

formula (§0.4, (1)) shows that 
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f1F d(f o X) =f 1F Df (X) dX +2 
if 1F D2f (X) (dX®dX) 

The first integral on the right is a local martingale, and 

the second is an increasing process since D2f(. ) is 

positive semi-definite on W'. So the left side is a 

local submartingale, verifying that X is a r-martingale. 

Conversely, by taking W= W' = E, f(x) = xi , and then 

f(x) =- xi , we can verify that a r-martingale is a con- 

tinuous local martingale in the usual sense. 
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5.2 Brownian motion 
I 

Let (M, g) be a Ck+2 Riemannian manifold, k>2, with 

Levi-Civita connection r, and Laplacian A. Define Brownian 

motion B on (M, g) to be a diffusion with generator A= 2p, 

in the sense of §2.2. A result of this is that for all 

f in C2(M) with compact support, Cf is a martingale, where 

t 
(1) cf = f(Bt) - f(Bo) - 

2` zf(BS)ds t Jo 

Hence for all f in C2(M), whether compactly supported or 

not, Cf isa local martingale. 

LEMMA 5.2.1 

Brownian motion is a r-martingale, with respect to the 

Levi-Civita connection. 

Proof. Let (V, W, f) be any r-martingale tester. Then f 

is necessarily subharmonic on V, and the result follows 

from the easier part of the following Lemma. 

LEMMA 5.2.2 

Suppose V is open in M and f: V fR is a Ck+2 map. Let L 

be the process 

(2) L=j 1F d(f 0 B) ,F= {B -E V} 

Then the following two assertions are equivalent: 

(a) f is subharmonic on V, 

(b) L is a local submartingale. 
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Remark. '(a) -* (b)' is of course well-known (Schwartz [33, p106] 

Proof. Assume (a). Then 1F (s) Of (Bs) ä0 for all s. Rearrange 

(1) to give: 

Lt = ft 1F(s)dCs + 21t 1F(s)Of(BS)ds 
00 

which is a local martingale plus an increasing process, 

in other words a local submartingale, verifying (b). 

Assume (b). This implies that for all predictable 

sets G such that Gc {g E V}, f 1G d(f o B) is a local 

submartingale. We have to prove that Af(x) Z. 0 for x in 

V. Suppose that for some-E >0 and some y in V, 

Af(y) 2e . Then there is a neighbourhood V' of y, 

lying inside V, on which f is bounded, and such that 

Of (x) 1-c for all x in V'. 

Start the Brownian motion B at B0=y, and let u be the 

first exit time of B from V'. Define a semimartingale Q by 

t 
Qt = 

fo 
1 1o, u] 

(s) d(fB 0 s) =f (Btnu) -f (Y) 

ThenQ is a local submartingale by the comment at the 

beginning. Since f i's bbanded on V', Q is bounded, and 

therefore Q is actually a submartingale. Formula (1) 

may be rearranged to give the Doob-Meyer decomposition 

of Q, namely 

tnu 

0 
Of (BS) ds Qt = Ctnu +2j 

I 
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By the definition of V', 

(2) Qt . Ctnu - 
2(t n u) 

Cf is a martingale with mean zero, so E(Cf )=0 for all týu 

t, by the Optional Stopping Theorem. On the other hand, 

since Q is a submartingale, 

E (Qt) E (Qo) =0 for all t. 

Combined with (2), this imples E(t n u) =0 for all t. 

This would imply that the exit time of B from V'is 

zero almost surely, which is false since B has continuous 

trajectories. Hence no such y exists, and (a) is proved. a 
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0 

5.3 Other characterizations 

The following characterizations are indispensable 

for the study of r-martingales: 

THEOREM 5.3.1 

Let M be of class'Ck+2, kä2, and let r be a Ck con- 

nection for M. Let X be a semimartingale on M. The follow- 

ing five statements are equivalent: , 

(I) x is a r-martingale, in the sense of §5.1. 

(II) Every horizontal lift U of X to L(M) through r 

is a 
Lr-martingale 

on L(M). (U was defined in §1.2, and 
Lr is the trivial connection for L(M) defined in §1.1. ) 

(III) The stochastic development Z of X into E, through 

the connection r, with any initial frame, is a (continuous) 

local martingale on E. 

(IV) For all 1-forms n on M, (r)fx n is a local 

martingale. 

(V) If (W, p) is any chart for M, if r(. ) is the local 

connector in W, and F= {X E W}, then 

f 1F (dx + jr(x)(dxdx) 

is a local martingale. 

Remarks. 

(i) Condition (V) is the definition of r-martingale 
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given by Bismut, and exposed by Meyer [28, p. 54]. The 

equivalence (IV) « (V) is trivial, as noted by Meyer 

[28, p. 62]: The equivalence (III) a (IV) is due to 

Bismut and proved in Meyer [28 , p. 94]. The. main 

difficulty lies in proving (I) -* (IV) . 

(ii) Condition (IV) is strictly weaker than: 

" (r) jX rr is a martingale for all 1-forms n of compact 

support" 

This fact has been proved by Rogers 131). 

(iii) We shall frequently omit the adjective 'continuous' 

when referring to local martingales in the sequel. 

Proof. By Remark (i), it will suffice to prove: 

(I) « (IV) , (V) -> (III) -º (II) -s (IIA "º (IV) 

11 (IV) y ýIý It: 

Suppose (r)fx n is a local martingale for all 1-forms n 

on M. Let (W, W', f) be a tester, and let N= (r)fx df . 
By §0.6, (2), taking F= {X E W}, 

f 1F d(f 0 X) =f 1F dL,, where L= (S) fX df 

By Corollary 1.4.2, 

L=N+ 2f Vdf (X) (UdZ®UdZ) 

where U is any horizontal lift of X, and Z is the 

corresponding stochastic development. Hence 
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(1) f 1F d(f o X) =J 1F dN + 2f 
1F Vdf(X) (UdZ®UdZ) 

The first term on the right is a local martingale, since 

N is. Since f is r-convex on W. 

1F (t) Vdf (Xt) is positive semi-definite, for all t; 

so the second term on the right of (1) is an increasing 

process. This shows that the left side of (1) is a 

local submartingale, completing the proof. 11 

, (I) (IV) ": The proof is outlined. -An §5.5, and given 

in detail in §5.. 6, in the remainder of this section, we 

suppose that it is already proved. 

I'M -º (III) ": This follows from §1.3j, (4) (The matrix 

A (u) _ (A1 (u) , ... ,A (u)) is invertible. ). 

"(III) -> (II) ": Since "(IV) -º M" is proved, it suffices 

to show that for all 1-forms a on L(M), (Lr) jU Q is 

a local martingale. This follows from Theorem 1.2.2 (c) 

and the assumption that Z is a local martingale. 

"(II) (III)": If U is a 
Lr-martingale, 

then (Lr)jv: ß 

is an E-valued local martingale, where 0 is the canon- 

, 
ical 1-form defined in §1.1. (here we use characterization 

(IV)) . This is just Z. by §1.3, (3). 

"(III) -º (IV) ": This is immediate from Theorem 1.2.2 (a). 
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5.4 r-martingales and processes of zero mean forward 

derivative 

COROLLARY 5.4.1 

(i) Properties (a) and (b) are equivalent: 

(a) X is an (MFD)-semimartingale on M with respect to 

r (see §4.2), such that DX(t) is the zero vector in 

TX, M for all t. 
t 

(b) X is a semimartingale on M such that any stochastic 

development of X with respect to r is a martingale on E. 

(ii) Each of the above conditions implies that X is 

a r-martingale on M. 

Proof. 

Immediate from the definitions, and Theorem 5.3.1, (III). c 
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5.5 Summary of the proof that (I)' _s. (IV) 

We proceed as follows. Select a 1-form n and denote 

(r)5X n by N. To show that N is a local martingale, we 

split up the time interval [O, t] by a stochastic partition 

(v(m) :mE N) . At each stopping-time v(m) we take normal 

co-ordinates (xi) at Xv(m) . For any positive e, there is 

a neighbourhood of Xv(m) on which the functions 

xi + eEý xi + eEi j) 2 

are r-convex. If v(m+1) is close enough to v(m), then 

both xi(Xt) and - xi(Xt) are 'nearly' submartingales 

on ]v(m), v(m+1)] ; consequently N is 'nearly' a martingale 

on this stochastic interval. In order. to make this 

precise, we need to show that the'quadratic correction 

terms can be ignored in the limit. This requires 

calculations involving the geodesic deviation. 
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5.6 Proof that (I) -y (IV) 

Step 1. Suppose X is a r-martingale on M. Given a 1-form 

n on M, it is required to prove that (r)ff n is a löcal 

martingale. Denote the last process by N. Notice that we 

do not need to take a chart for M. We must construct an 

increasing sequence of stopping-times (u(k)) such that 

lim P(u(k) < t)%= 0 for all t, and for all tý < t2 
k 

(1) E(Nu(k) (t2) - Nu(k) (t1) I Ft 
1]=0a. 

s. 

where Nu(k) is the process N stopped at u(k). 

The notations will be as follows. Let U be a horizontal 

lift of X to L(M) and Z the stochastic development of X 

into E with initial frame U0. For each positive integer k 

define 

Tk = {(u, u') : u, u' are bounded stopping-times, 

-1 u< u' <u+k, and (Xu , Xt) EV for u<t< u' l 

For each (u, u') in T2 , the geodesic deviation G(u, u') 

may be defined (with respect to U) as above . Then 

G(u, u') =J {R(u, t)dZt + Q(u, t) (dZGdZ)t} fu 
u' 

according to equation §3.2, (3). Use the abbreviation 

Uu) '1 6u= (expX 
u0 

Then 9u(Xu. ) is well-defined for all (u, u') in Tk , for all 

k. Finally introduce the following norm. on E(= Rn) : 
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if v in E has co-ordinates (v1 ,..., vn) as usual, -take 

IVI 
nEi 

Iv 1I 
. The symbol 1.1s also denotes the cor- 

responding norm on E*. 

We now define the sequence of stopping-times (u(k)) 

as follows. For each positive integer k, u(k) is the first 

time t at which any of the following occurs: - 

(2) IN tI >k 

(3) In(Xt) oUtIs>k (I. Is is the norm defined above) 

(4) sup{ IIR(u, u#)II : (u, u'O) E Tk , u'< t} > k/4n 

(5) sup{ I6u(Xu. )I: (u. u') E T2 

(6) [z] >k 
t 

(7) t=k 

where [Z] is the scalar quadratic variation process of Z. 

Notice that lim P(u(k) < t) =0 for all t. The other 
k 

consequences of this choice of u(k) will be seen later. 

2. The next step is a simple'result about normal 

co-ordinates, also noted by Ishihara [16 , p. 219]. 

LEMMA 5.6.1 ( Constructing local 

Fix a in M and a positive number 

co-ordinate system about a, with 

r. Then there exists a neighbour 

each of the 2n functions* 

hk=xk+c11 (xi) 2 

r-convex functions) 

e. Let (xi) be a normal 

respect to the connection 

rhood N (a) of a on which 

rk =_ xk + e1i (xi) 2 

is r-convex. 
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I 

Proof. (see Note) Dihk = öý + 2exi 

(vdhk) =D hk - riq D. hk =- rk + 2e(6P -E ri xJ) P4 P4 p .3 P4 q7 P4 

Since xi(a) = O, r3 (a) = 0, and rPq() is continuous in 

x, there is a neighbourhood of a on which vdhk(. ) is 

positive definite; likewise for Vdhk(. ) . Finally NE(a) 

is taken to be the intersection of these neighbourhoods. o 

Note. The Christoffel symbols rPq are related to the local 

connector r(. ) thus : rPq (x) is the j th 
co-ordinate of 

r(x)(ep, eq) . See §0.2. 

Step 3. Let us fix a positive integer k, and times t1 < t2 

to serve in (1). For each e E{n: n C S, n > k} , define an 

increasing sequence of bounded stopping-times 

(v(e, m) :mE N) as follows. Let v(e, 0) = t1 A u(k). 

Whenever v(e, m) is defined, abbreviate X(v(c, m)) to X 
E, m 

and ev(sým) to AErm . Let e'"m denote the ith co-ordinate 

function of 0C'm . The preceding Lemma shows that there 

is a neighbourhood NE (XE 
m) of XE 

m on which each of 

the 2n functions 

hi(. ) = eEým(. ) + cIOEýmf.. ) 12 
(8) 

hi(. ) =- e1 (. ) + EIAE, m(. 
)12 

C'm 

is r-convex; notice that NE (XE 
m) 

is contained in the 

domain of the map 0 . Now define v(e, m+1) to be 
C'm 

t2 Au (k) AT1AT2A T3 , where z, =' v (c, m) + s; * T2 is 

the first exit time of X from N (X ) 
eC m after v(c, m); and 

' 
if E= 

om, 
n>k, and e '=n, and q is such that 

n 

v(e' q) ä v(E, m) <: v(c6 , q+9) , then T3 = v(E' , q+l ) 
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Since X has continuous trajectories, each trajectory is 

covered by a finite number of NE(. ) sets on the compact 

time interval [t1, t2]. It follows that for all t< t2 

UM P(v(£, m) <tn u(k)) =0 
m 

The choice of T2 and T3 ensures that the family (v(e, m)) 

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3 . 4. '1 (with n= 
E). 

Let FElm denote the random interval ]v(e, m), v(c, m+1)]. 

By (5) and (8), 

le (Xt) 1äk. 1 01 (Xt) 1< k 
(9) 

hi (Xt) 1s 2k ,L hi (Xt) (ö 2k 

for all (t, c) in Felm . Since X is a r-martingale, the 

processes 

f 1F d(hi o X) ,J 1F d(hi o X) 
e. m e. m 

are local submartingales, and indeed submartingales by (9). 

In particular, since hi(Xelm) =0= hi(x 
m) , 

E(hi (XE 
ºn+1) 

I FE 
m] 10 º 

(10) 

E(hi (XE 
ºm+1) 

1 Fc 
ºm] 

eO 

where Fc m denotes Fv(e, 
m; 

as follows: 

__ 
i -Ti 

e, m+1 ec, m(XE, m+1ý 

. It is convenient to abbreviate 

2 
' Ss, 

m+1 =Ielm m(XE, rl) I 

Hence by (8), 

(X, 
m+1) 

+ ES e, m+1 
hi(XE, 

m+1 cSe, m+1 = Em+1 r- 
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The inequalities (10) imply 

eE lSe 
, m+1 

I Fe 
lm] 

<E (J1'm+1 I FE, 
m] < 

(11) 
eE[SE'm+1 I Fe. 

M, 

Now apply (3), abb reviating n (XE 
Im) 

o , U£ 
1m 

to a(XE m) : 

keE{S 
E'm+1 

I Ftý} > £E{ 1a(X 
e, m) 

1s SE, m+1 
} I Ft 

1 

= cE{ ßa(X£'m)1S E[Se, 
m+1 

I Fe, 
m] 

I Ft } 
1 

> E{ Ia(Xc, 
m) 

Is(Zi 
nIECJe, m+1 

I Fe, 
m11) 

I Ft } by (11) 

E{( I a(Xe, m 
) (ec, 

m(Xs, m+1))) 
)I Ft } 

1 

1 

by definition of I. I , 

}I `E{n(Xe, 
m) 

(exp X (Xc, 
m+1)) 

IF t 

E, m 1 

since a(Xt) o (expX o Ut) -1 =n (Xt) o expX1 
tt 

Step 4. The next step is to find bounds for Em S. 
E, m+1 

Observe that 

Se, 
m+1 

(Zc, 
m+1 

Ze, m - G(v(e; m), v(e, m+1)) 12 

by *the definition of geodesic deviation in §3.1, (1) . Hence 

SE, 
m+1 1 21ze, 

m+1 
Ze, 

ml2 
+ 21G(v(c, m), v(c, m+1))12 

By the properties of scalar quadratic variation, and §3.2, (3) 

this implies: - 

v(E, m+1) 
Em SE, 

m+1 < 2<Z>u(k) + 2Em 
I 

v(e, m) 
IIR(v(c. m). t)II24n'd[Z]t 
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By (4) and (6), 

Zm Ss, 
m+1 < 2k + 2k2 (Z)u(k) <2 (k + k3) 

The calculations in step 3 show that 

hI Em E{n(XE. 
m) 

(expX 

ým(XE, 
m+1)) 

I Ft1 }I 

(12 

ä kcE{Em Seim+1 I Ft 
1}S 

2c(k 2+ k4) 

Step 5. Our progress so far may be summarized thus. Use the 

abbreviations: - 

Y_ Nu 
(k) 

(t2) - Nu 
(k) (t1) 

YE = Em n(XE, m) 
(exPXe'm(XEjm+l)) 

G=F 
t7 

We know that 

IYI 12k by (2) 

(13) IE(Y£ I G] Iä 2e*(k2 + k4) by (12) 

Y= lim prob YE by Theorem 3.4.1. 

C "º o 

we are required to prove (1), namely 

(14) E[Y I GI =0 

This follows from a simple Lemma-: - 

LEMMA 5.6.2 

If Y and (YE :c> 0) are random variables satisfying (13), 

then (14) holds. 
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Proof. Suppose AEG and 6>0 are given. Choose eo 

sufficiently small so that for e less than eo , 

P( IYE - YI >4)< 4k 

For all such c, 

IEi1A Y )I < IE[1A Y ; {IYE - Yl > 
4}II 

+ IE[1A(YE - Y) + 1A YE ;{ IYE - Y) 4}]I 

2k(46 )+4+ 2e(k2 + k4) 

which is no greater than 6 when e< min(eo S/8(k2 + k)). a 

Thus equation (1) is true, and the-Theorem is proved. C3 
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6 BEHAVIOUR UNDER MAPS 

6.0 Motivation 

Out of the many possible characterizations of 

r-martingales, the one concerning r-convex functions 

was chosen as the definition because it gives most 

insight into the relationship of r-martingales with 

various kinds of maps from one manifold to another. 

The results of the present chapter are not deep, with 

the possible exception of Corollary 6.2.2. However we 

hope that the summary, laid out as a table in §6.1, 

will give the reader an intuitive idea of the re= 

lationship of r-martingales to concepts in differential 

geometry. 
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6.1 Some classes of maps between manifolds 

This section is entirely expository. Let M and N 

be Ck±2 manifolds, kä0, with ck connections rM and 
Nr 

respectively. In some cases we will endow M, or M and N, 

with Ck+1 Riemannian metrics, in which case the con- 

nection will be the Levi-Civita connection. Let p: M -' N 

be a Ck+2 map. The nature and properties of harmonic 

maps and harmonic morphisms are discussed at length in the 

survey by Eells and Lemaire [9 ]; see also Ishihara [16]. 

Affine maps are described in Kobayashi and Nomizu [20 , 

Ch. VI], and in Vilms [35]. For present purposes 

it is expedient to use the characterizations of harmonic 

map and harmonic morphism given in Ishihara [16 , pp. 220 - 

221]. 

An expression such as 

"cp pulls back local NT-convex. 
-functions to local 

MI'-convex functions" 

means that for all open sets V in N and all Ck+2 
Nr-convex functions f: V f R, the map fo cp is a 
Mr-convex function from 1(V) 

to R. Using such language, 

four classes of maps are defined by the table on the 

following page. The 'stochastic characterizations' will 

be proved later in this chapter. 
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6.2 Harmonic maps'send Brownian mötion to a r-martingale 

The following result is due to Meyer [27, p. 265]. 

PROPOSITION 6.2.1 

A Ck+2 map 2: M -' N is harmonic if and only if for all y 

in'M, the process poB is a 
Nr-martingale, 

where B is 

Brownian motion on M started at y. 

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 5.2.2 and the functional 

definition of harmonic map in §6.1.13 

COROLLARY 6.2.2 

Let M be any connected, non-compact Riemannian manifold 

of dimension n. There is a proper embedding i: M f R2n+1 

such that ioB is a local martingale in R2n+1, where 

B denotes Brownian motion on M. 

Proof . 

The result follows from the last Proposition, and a 

theorem of Greene and Wu (14, p. 231], which says that such 

an M has a , proper embedding by harmonic functions: in 

R2n+1; (we use here the result obtained in §5.1, Example, 

namely that r-martingales in a Euclidean space with-the 

trivial connection are the same as continuous local 

martingales). O 

Remark. For other uses of stochastic methods in harmonic 

maps, see Kendall [19 1, and Elworthy [40] . 
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6.3 Harmonic morphisms preserve Brownian paths 

Let M and N be Riemannian manifolds of dimensions 

m and n respectively. The following characterization of 

harmonic morphisms is due to Fuglede [13, p. 116]. 

LEMMA 6.3.1 

A Ck+2 map p: M fN is a harmonic morphism if and only if 

there exists a function y Z. 0 on M (necessarily unique 

and such that y2 is Ck) with the property that 

MO (f o p) = 72 ((NAf) o cp l 

for all f in Ck+2(N). 

This enables us to characterize harmonic morphisms as 

those Ck+2 maps which preserve the paths of Brownian motion, 

as proved below. This result is related to those of 

Bernard, Campbell and Davie 12 l, and was suggested by 

J. Eells in 1980. 

THEOREM 6.3.2 

A Ck+2 map P: M fN of Riemannian manifolds is a harmonic 

morphismif and only if (*) holds for all aEM: 

(*). Let B be Brownian motion on M with Bo =a. There 

exists a continuous increasing process A and a Brownian 

motion B on N such that 

B oA= (PoB 

(E ''o A means the process whose value at time t is B (At) .) 
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Remark. 

If m=n, then a harmonic morphism tp is necessarily constant, 

and so At =0 almost surely. 

Proof. 

Fix aEM. Let B be Brownian motion on M with B=0a. Let 

y be as in the Lemma. Define a continuous increasing 

process A by: 

At = 
It 

i (Bs ) gds 

0 

and define its inverse by 

Ct = inf {u : Au > t} 

Denote tp oB by Y, which is a semimartingale on N. We shall 

prove that YoC is a Brownian motion B on N. Then 

BoA=Y as desired. 

It suffices to show that for all Ck+2 functions f: N fR 

the process Lf is a local martingale, where 

Lt =f (Y o Ct) -f (Yo) - 2f0 

t NAf (Y o C) ds tS 

However under the change of variables s -º Au , 

NAf (Y o CS) ds = 
jCt NAf (Yu) dAu =fty (Bu) 7 N&f (YuWu 

0 
_ JCt 

MA (f o (p) (Bu) du 
0 

by the Lemma. By definition of B, the process Hf is a 

local martingale, where 
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t 
Ht =fo cp(Bt) -fo (p (a) -2 

j0 MA(f 
o (D) (Bs)ds 

Hence (Hf o C) is also a local martingale; but 

Lt = Hf o Ct 

so the result follows. 

1f1 

Let V be open in N and let f: V fR be harmonic. Fix aEM 

with cp(a)- E V, and assume (*) holds. Let u be the first exit 

time of B from cp (V) ; then (f o BtAU) is a continuous 

local martingale, and so is (f oo At^u) = (f o (P o BtAu) . 

Consider fo .p as a C2 map f1 (V) -º R. It sends Brownian 

motion stopped at u to a local martingale. and hence is a 

harmonic map by Proposition 6.2.1. This proves that f o'b'is 

a local harmonic function on M whenever f is a local 

harmonic function on N. So cp is a harmonic morphism. C3 
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6.4 Affine maps preserve the r-martingale property 

Recall that if P: E fG is a map between Euclidean 

spaces, local martingales on E are sent to local martingales 

on G if and only if p is linear. 

The class of affine maps was characterized in §6.1 as 

the maps which pull back Nr-convex functions to Mr-convex 

functions (Riemannian structures are not needed); this 

follows a result of Ishihara [16p. 220]. A more usual 

definition would be : tp: M fN is affine ( or totally 

geodesic) if and only if ý sends parallel vector fields along a curve to 

parallel vector fields along a curve or equivently, if 0 sends 
MP-geodesics 

to 
Nr-geodesics. 

PROPOSITION 6.4.1 

A Ck+2 map p: M fN is affine if and only if p sends 
Mr-martingales to Nr-martingales. 

Proof. '*': Let (W, W', f) be a 
NT-martingale 

tester on N. 

Then (f o (p) is Mr-convex 
on cp-ý (W') , so NO-1W, cq-1W' f0 (p) 

is a 
Mr-martingale tester on M. The result now follows 

immediately from the definition of r-martingale in §5.1. 

1a': (The idea of this proof comes from K. D. Elworthy) 

It suffices to show that if a, b >0 and y: (-a, b) -. M is 

a 
MI'-geodesic, then cp o 7: (-a, b) -" N is a 

NT-geodesic. 

Let (Wt). be one-dimensional Brownian motion with Wo = Or 

stopped at the first t at which IWtI= min(a, b). The 

geodesic y is a harmonic map (-a, b)-. "-> M, so by Proposition 
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6.2.1, (p o Wtj is a 
Mr-martingale. Hence ((p oyo Wt) is 

a 
Ntrmartingale. Apply the 'if' part of Proposition 6.. 2.1 

to conclude that oy is harmonic, hence a geodesic on 

N. 

Immersed submanifolds 

13 

Suppose i: M f (N, g) is a Riemannian immersion, and 
Mr Nr 

are the induced Levi-Civita connections on M and 

N. The condition for all M-valued Mr-martingales to be 

NT-martingales is that M be a totally geodesic sub- 

manifold of N, by the preceding Proposition. What are the 

possibilities when 'i is not totally geodesic? We take as 

examples the sphere and the torus embedded in Euclidean 

space. 

Examples. 

(a) Let M be the sphere Sn-1 embedded in Rn, with the 

induced metric and Levi-Civita connection r. Let aE Sn-1 

have co-ordinates (*al,..., an). Suppose X is a r-martingale 

on Sn-1 with X0=a. Then X cannot be a local martingale 

in Rn, unless it is constant a. s. For if so, then 

Yt = a1X1(t) + ... '+ anXn(t) would be a local martingale, 

and in fact a martingale (since X is bounded), with Yo = 1. 

Hence E(Yt) =1 for all t. But for any x= (x1,..., xn) in 

Sn-1 with x a, a1x1 + ... + anxn <1. So Xt =aa. s.. 

(b) Consider the torus example of §8.5; the embedding 

i: T2 -º R3 is not totally geodesic, and yet we construct 

a r-martingale on T2 which is also an. R3 martingale. 
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7 L2 r-MARTINGALES ON RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS 

7.0 Motivation 

Suppose (M, g) is Riemannian with a metric connection 

r (possibly with torsion). Suppose X is a r-martingale 

on M with a horizontal lift u to 0(M) and a stochastic 

development Z, as. ̀ -in §1. We know by Theorem 

that Z is a local martingale. Impose the condition that Z 

is an L2 martingale. Using the fact that Ut is an 

orthonormal frame for each t, the L2 property of Z is 

transferred to X, in the sense of Corollary 1.5.1. In 

this case X is called an L2 r-martingale'. Provided M is 

complete, we are able to prove that Xt converges almost 

surely as t tends to infinity, to a random variable in 

the one-point compactification of M- without any 

curvature assumptions! 

The chapter begins with a remark about representation 

of L2 r-martingales in terms of Brownian motion, which 

is not used in the sequel. 
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7.1 Definition and representation 

Let M be a manifold of class Ck+2, kä1, let g be a 

Ck+1 Riemannian metric on M, and let r be any Ck metric 

connection for M (possibly with torsion). 

DEFINITION 

A r-martingale X on (M, g) will be called an L2 r-martingaale 

if for any horizontal lift U of X to 0(M), and stochastic 

development Z with initial frame U0, Z is an L2 martingale 

on E in the usual sense, that is 

(1) sup E(iZtl2) < Go 
t 

Remarks. 

(i) The left side of (1) is the same, whatever initial frame 

Uo is used to obtain Z. To see this, note that 

E(IZt12) = Ek E((Zt)2) = Ek E(<Zk>t) = E((Z]t) 

and the scalar quadratic variation [Z] is given in Corollary 

1.5.1 in terms of X and g only. 

(ii) An example of an L2 r-martingale (essentially a slowed- 

down diffusion) is given in §8.4. 

Suppose now that W= (Wt, Ft) is a p-dimensional 

Brownian motion and X= (Xt, Ft) is an L2 r-martingale on 

(M, g), adapted to the filtration induced by W. Let U be a 

horizontal lift of X to O (M) through r, and let Z1 be the 

stochastic development of X into E with initial frame U0. 
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Then Z is also an L2 r-martingale adapted to the filtration 

(Ft). By the usual L2 martingale representation theorem - 

see for example Kallianpur [18. p. 157] - there is an L(Rp; E)- 

valued process _ (cs, Fs) such that O(s, u) is jointly 

measurable, 

I E(Trace(I* ))ds < co , and 
Jo 

(2) Z=f OdW =f ((D 
1 

dW1 + ... + 0pdWP) 

where p are the vectors in E constituting the columns 

of (D. 

THEOREM 7.1.1 (L2 r-martingale representation theorem) 

If X is an L2 r-martingale adapted to the filtration of 

a p-dimensional Brownian motion W, then for all 1-forms n on 

M, we have: 

(3) (r) fX n=fn (X) (U (cm)) dWm (m is summed from 1 top) 

where U and 0m are as above. For fE Ck+2(M), (3) can be written 

( 4) f (Xt) -f (Xo) = (Us (0m(s)) f) dWS + 
fo t 

11 fVdf 
(Xs ) (Us (0q (s) ), Us (0 

q 
(s) )) ds 

q0 

Remarkg 

If another horizontal lift U' were used, giving another set 

(% (s)) , so the of vectors 01 , ... , 0' , then U (0' (s)) =Usm psm 

representation is unchanged. 

For the notation in (4), see §0.5, (2') and (3'). 
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Proof. 

Recall from Theorem 1.2.2(a) that 

(r) fx n=f Ti (x) (U(ei)) dZ1 

Here, of-course, (e1,..., en) is an orthonormal basis of 

E. Combine this with (2), and note that 

U (ei) dZi =U (c? 
m) 

dW 

to give formula (3). Formula (4) is a combination of the 

absolute"Ito formula in Corollary 1.4.3, and formula (2). o 
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7.2 Example of r-martingale representation 

A representation such as (3) arises naturally when we 

construct a r-martingale using a harmonic map (see §6.1). 

We proceed as follows. Suppose (M, g) is Riemannian, r is the 

Levi-Civita connection, and N is another manifold with a 

connection 
Nr. Construct Brownian motion B on M, 

according to the Eells/Elworthy method of §2.2; see §5.2. 

We proved in §6.2 the result of Meyer, that if 

cp: (M, g) -º (N, N r) is a harmonic map, then Y= (p oB is 

a 
Nr-martingale. 

Let a be a 1-form on N. The usual pullback formula 

for Stratonovich integrals, §0.4, (6), says that 

(1) (S) fY (7 = (S) fB ýo*Q 
In this special case (not in general! ), the formula also 

works for Ito integrals, namely 

(2) (Nr) fY Q= (r) fB *Q 
To see that this is so, note that by (1) and the Ito-Strat. 

correction formula in Corollary 1.4.2, the left and right 

sides of (2) differ only by a process of finite variation. 

But both are local martingales, by Theorem 5.3.1, *(IV), so 

they are equal. As a consequence of (2) and §2.2, (2), 

(Nr) JY a=ja (Y) (Tcp o U) dW 

where W= (W1,..., Wn) is the n (= dim(M))-dimensional Brownian 

motion on E from which B was constructed. (Of course Y cannot 

be an L2Nr-martingale here, unless we put a Riemannian metric 

on N, and place conditions on T(P - e. g. boundedness) 
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7.3 Almost sure convergence of L2 r-martingales 

THEOREM 7.3.1 

Let (M, g) be a complete Riemannian manifold of class Ck+2 

k11, with a Ck metric connection r. Let X be an L2 

r-martingale on M, as defined in §7.1. Then there exists 

a random variable XO, with values in MU{S} (= the one-point 

compactification of M) such that X(a, w) = lim X(t, w) for 
t-, 

almost all w. 

Remarks. 

(a) No curvature assumptions are needed. 

(b) X may well have 'drift' with respect to the Levi- 

Civita connection on M. 

Notation. The space of continuous square-integrable real- 

valued martingales is denoted Mc. 

Proof outline. First we prove two Lemmas, and proceed to 

prove the Theorem when M is compact. After another Lemma, we 

prove the Theorem in the general case. 

LEMMA 7.3.2 

Let (M, g) and r be as above. 

(a) If X is an L2 r-martingale, then 

(1) (r) jX nE M2 for all bounded 1-forms n. 

(b) The converse also holds, at least if M. is compact( 

possibly with boundary). 
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Proof. (a) is immediate from Corollary 1.5.3 and the calculus 

of square integrable martingales. As for (b), let U be a 

horizontal lift of X to O(M) through r, and Z the corresponding 

stochastic development. By Whitney's embedding theorem and 

the compactness of M, there is an integer q and an embedding 

F: M -* Rq of class Ck+2. Let F1,..., Fq be the co-ordinate 

functions of F; each dFi is a bounded 1-form because it has 

compact support. Each Ut is an orthonormal frame, so there 

exist bounded continuous E-valued processes (K 

(K (t)),, such that 

Ut-1 (. ) = Ki (t) dFi (xt)(. ) (i is summed from 1 to q) 

Using Theorem 1.2.2, (a) and §O. 7, (2) 

(2) Zt =Jt (US-1 o US) dZs =Jt Ki (s) dNi (s) 
00 

where Ni = (r)fX dFi . By assumption (1), each Ni E M2. 

Since each Ki is a bounded process, the right side of 
22 (2) is a process in Mc .. Hence ZE Mc. 
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LEMMA 7.3.3 

Let M and M' belong to M2 1 and let R be a bounded predict- 

able process with IRtI ä c, for some constant c. Then 

rt 
lim f Rsd<M, M'>s exists almost surely. 
t-+ o 

Proof. Since<M, M'>S = 4{<M + M'>S - <M - M'>S} 

Rsd<M, M'>SI ä 
4J IRSI{d<M + MA>S + d<M - M'>S} it 

t 

= 4{<M+M`>Co + <M-M`>Co - <M+M>- <M- m' >t1 

The last expression is well-defined (see for instance 

Kallianpur [18, p. 34] and tends to zero almost surely as 
t -+ " 13 
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7.4 Proof when the manifold is compact 

Assume M'is compact. All notations continue from the 

previous section. Let f belong to Ck+2(M). By Corollary 

1.4.3, 

f (Xt) -f (X )= Mf (t) + Af (t) , where 

Mf =f (df(X) o U) dz = (r) fX df 

Af =1 J Odf (X) (UdZ®UdZ) 

Since M is compact, df is a bounded 1-form, so Mf E M2 

by Lemma 7.3.2. Hence Mý = lim Mf(t) exists almost surely; 
t-ºý 

by the theory of square-integrable martingales. The 

operator Vdf is also bounded, in the sense that for 

some K' greater than zero, 

IVdf(x) (v, v')I I K' I IvI Ixl Iv' I Ix for all v, v' in TxM 

Since each Ut is an orthonormal frame, the integrand in 

the definition of Af is bounded by K'. Each Zi belongs 

to M2 , so Lemma 7.3.3 applies to show that Af = lim Af(t) 
C (0 t- 

exists almost surely. Hence 

(1) lira f (Xt) exists almost surely for each fE Ck+2 (M). 
t-- 

By Whitney's embedding theorem, there exists a positive 

integer q and a Ck+2 closed embedding F: M f Rq. Let 

(F1,..., Fq) be the local co-ordinate functions of F. By (1), 

Fi(Xt) converges almost surely to a real-valued random 

variable, for each i. Since F is 1-1, Xt converges almost 

surely to a random-variable XGo . 13 
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7.5 Proof in the non-compact case 

The assumptions of Theorem 7.3.1 are still in force; 

in particular, X is an L2 r-martingale. 

LEMMA 7.5.1 

Suppose x0 is in M, r is a positive number, and B is the 

closed ball in M with centre x0 and radius r. Let G denote 

the set {w : X(O, w) E B} and let u be the first exit time 

of X from B. Define a process X on M by 

_ 
X(tnu(w) w) if wEG 

(1) X(t, w) _ 
xo ifwG 

Then X is an L2 r-martingale with values in B. 

Proof. 

Since B is a compact manifold with boundary, it suffices 

by Lemma 7.3.2, (b) to prove that for all bounded 1-forms 

in on M, (r)f Ti is in hfl (note that every 1-form on B 

can be extended to a bounded 1-form on M). Denote the last 

process by L, and let L= (r)fx n. Then for G and u as above, 

Lt = 1G LtAU 

(2) sup E ((Lt) 2) 
sup EM t) 

2) 
< co 

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 7.3.2, (a). 

Moreover for any s<t and any A in Fs , it follows that 

Af1G E Fs (since GE F0), and the Optional Sampling Theorem 

(Metivier and Pellaumail [26 , §8.6]. ) shows that 

E{ lA (Lt Ls) II E{ lAf1G (L 
tAU 

LSAU) }=0 

Combined with (2) this shows that LE M2 .a 
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Proof of Theorem 7.3.1 

Fix x0 in M, and'for each positive integer p, define Bp 

to be the closed ball in M with centre x0 and radius p 

For each p, define a process RP as in Lemma 7.5.1, with 

Bp in place of B. By the result of Lemma 7.5.1, Xp is an 

L2 r-martingale on the compact manifold (with boundary) B 

(Note that the completeness of M is used here) By the 

proof in the compact case (which also applies to compact 

manifolds with boundary) there exists a set Cp in i2 of 

probability zero, and a random variable XP with values in 

Bp such that for w not in Cp , 
RP (t, w) + XP as t -º co. 

Define C= Up Cp , which is of probability O. Define 

another set 

Q= {w ; sup p(X(0, w), X(t, w)) where p (.,. ) is the 
t 

distance function derived from the Riemannian metric. If 

w is in (Q U C)c, then there exists an integerq = q(w) 

with X(t, w) E Bq for all t; moreover for all p>q, 

Xp (ý, w )= Xq (co, w) . Hence for w in (Q U C) c, 

X(C*, w) = lim XP(cc, w) exists almost surely, and 

X(CO , w) = lim X(t, w) ,wE (Q U C)C 
t-OCO 

Next, for all w in Q we define X (co, w) =6 (the point at 

infinity in the one-point compactification of M). Finally 

the set C has probability zero, so we may define X(o, w) =6 

also=for w'_E C. This completes the construction of X. .o 

Remark. Since the first announcement of Theorem 7.3.1 in late 1981, P. A. 

Meyer has communicated a simpler proof to the author. A converse result 

has been obtained by Zheng [41]. 
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8 EXAMPLES 

8.0 Motivation 

We look first at some 'degenerate' martingales 

lying on geodesics. Then we recall the diffusions con- 

structed in §2, and notice that they are r-martingales 

with respect to their 'own' connections r(with torsion). 

We carry out some general constructions of r-martingales 

on parallelizable manifolds, and on Lie groups G in 

particular; we show that if you apply the exponential 

map to a (continuous) local martingale in the Lie algebra 

of G, you obtain a r-martingale with respect to the trivial 

connection. -The remaining three examples are diffusions 

on surfaces M embedded in R3. We take the embedded metric 

on M and the induced Levi-Civita connection r, and select 

the diffusion coefficients so that the processes are 

r-martingales. The example on the torus is the most inter- 

esting. Think of the torus as a doughnut resting on a table. 

The 'inner half' of the torus has both positive and 

negative sectional curvatures: negative if you move in 

the horizontal plane, negative if you move in any vertical 

plane. We construct a r-martingale on the torus which is 

so 'balanced' that it is also a martingale in R. 3 
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8.1 Review of some earlier examples 

(a) Continuous 
. 
local martingales in a Euclidean space E, 

with the trivial connection; see §5.1. 

(b) The image of Brownian motion under a harmonic map; 

see. §6.2. 

(c) Suppose y: (-a, b) ;M is a geodesic, for some a, b > 0. 

Then y is also an affine map, so by §6.4, the image under 

y of any continuous local martingale is a r-martingale 

on M. The same is true if y: ytl + Si +M is a closed geodesic, 

applied to any continuous local martingale on Rl 

(d) Let A be a strictly elliptic operator of order two 

on M. as in §2.1, and let r be the special metric connection 

(with torsion) constructed in §2.2: 

LEMMA 8.1.1 

If X is the A-diffusion process constructed in §2.2, then 

X is a r-martingale (assuming nonexplosion). 

Proof. Let n be a 1-form on M. Let W"= (W1,..., Wn) be the 

E-valued Brownian motion from which X was constructed in 

§2.2. In the notation of that section, 

tr) fx ri =f to (x) o v) dw 

by Theorem 1.2.2(a). Hence the left side is a local 

martingale. Using Theorem 5.3.1, (IV), this completes 

the proof. 13 
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Remark. 

We could summarize this result by saying that "every 

non-degenerate diffusion is a r-martingale with respect 

to its own special'metric connection". This suggests that 

r-martingales may be too general a class of objects to 

consider as a whole. It may be better to specify a 

Riemannian metric on M and to study r-martingales with 

respect to the Levi-Civita connection. An example of 

the latter is Brownian motion, as we saw in §5.2. 

v 
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8.2 Examples on parallelizable manifolds and Lie groups 

Recall that a manifold M modelled on a Euclidean 

space E is said to be parallelizable if there is a vector 

bundle isomorphism (called a" parallelization) 

TM YoE 

(1) \\IJ 
Me 

where E is the product bundle MxE. Given such an iso- 

morphism, the trivial connection r is the one such that 

VT =0, regarding y as an E-valued 1-form on M; to be 

precise, Vy(Y, Z) =0 for all vector fields Y and Z on M. 

For any semimartingale X on it, it follows from Corollary 

1.4.2 that 

ca) (s)fx-r= (r)fX -r 

where both sides are E-valued processes. When M is of 

class Ck+2, k>1, and y is of class Ck+1, it follows 

from Elworthy [12, VII§2] that the Stratonovich stochastic 

dynamical system (in the sense of Elworthy) 

(3) dX=Y(X)-1 o dY 

has a unique solution (assumed non-explosive) for 

any continuous semimartingale Y on E. Another way of 

writing (3) is: X is a solution of 

C 4) (S) fx Y= Y 

Combining (2) and (4), we see that if Y is an E-valued 

continuous local martingale, then any solution X of (3) 

satisfies: 
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(r)fx Y=Y= local martingale 

To each 1-form n on M there corresponds a map b: M E* 

such that for x in M, in(x) =b (x) oy (x) . By a basic 

property of the Ito integral (see §O. 7, (2)) 

(r) f T, =f b(x)dY 

The right side is a local martingale. From Theorem 5.3.2, 

(IV), X is therefore a r-martingale on M. To summarize: 

PROPOSITION 8.2.1 (Parallelizable manifolds) 

If M is a parallelizable manifold of class Ck+2, k ä 1, 

if Y: TM -. E is a parallelization, and r the 'associated 

trivial connection connection for M, then for any E-valued 

continuous local martingale Y, the solution X (for given 

initial value) of 

dX =Y (X) -1 o dY (Strat. ) 

is a r-martingale on M. 

Special case - Lie groups 

Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g, which is 

identified with TeG in the usual way. For 
,g 

in G, 

Lg: G -' G is the left translation map hfg. h .A 

parallelization y: TG 2 for G is given by: 

Y (g) = T9 (L9)- 1 
: T9G -º TeG=g 

Let r be the associated trivial connection for G, con- 

structed as above. Let exp: TeG fG be the usual exponential 
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map on a Lie group, such that for all A in TeG and all real t, the curve 

g(t) a exp(At) on G satisfies: 

ae g(t) ° TeLg(t)(A) , g(O) 

PROPOSITION 8.2.2 

Let Y be a local martingale in the Lie algebra g of G, and let X0 be 

an jc -measurable random variable on G. Then the solution X on G of 

(5) dX - y(X)-1 " dY a TeLX " dY (Strat. ) 

starting at X0 , is ar -martingale on G, with respect to the trivial 

connection r. In the case where M is a real-valued local martingale with 

MO =0, A is an V; 0 -measurable random variable on g, and Yt =A Mt , 

then the solution to (5) is 

(6) Xt - exp (A. Mt) XO 

Proof. The-existence and uniquer 

fact that TeLg is C in g 

8.2.1. As for the second, apply 

f(exp(At). %0) where f: G ->IR 

defined by (6) satisfies 

zess of the solution of (5) follows from the 

The first assertion follows from Proposition 

Ito's formula to the function t t-H 

is any d* function. We see that X, 

d(f(%t)) (TX f" TeLX )" AdM (Strat. ) 

"t t 

which shows that X solves (5). a 
Exp. Let G- G1(n) , so that exp is the usual exponential of matrices. 

Let (wt) be a one-dimensional Brownian motion, and let A be an 50- 

measurable random variable in g. Let X= exp(Awt) . Then X is ar- 

martingale on G1(n) . 
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8.3 A r-martingale on a surface of revolution whose local 

co-ordinate ' processes' are martingales 

Let r: R1 - (O, co) be a C2 convex function, i. e. with 

non-negative second derivative. Let M be a surface of 

revolution in R3, defined by 

M={ (x, Y, z) : x2 + y2 =r (z) 2, 
z> 01 

and let g be the embedded metric on M and r the Levi-Civita 

connection. Take co-ordinates (z, e) on M, so that 

x= r(z)cose ,y= r(z)sine 
2 

If we denote äZ by t and 
d2 by g can be expressed as 
dz 

the matrix 

1+t2 O 
(gib)' 2 Xý =Z. 

2=8 
Or 

The Christoffel symbols. can be computed from the usual 

formula in Kobayashi and Nomizu [20, p. 160], and one finds 

that 

r11 = fr/. (1+r2) , r1 22 =- rt/ (1+r2) ' r12 = t/r = r12 

and all other 
A 

are zero. 

Let (Xt) = (zt, et) be a semimartingale on M. Decompose 

the semimartingales (zt) and (et) into their local 

martingale and finite variation parts thus: 

zt=Mt+At 1 of=Nt+Ct 

The condition for X to be a r-martingale can be written 
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out using Theorem 5.3.1, (V) as: 

dA + 
2(rj1d<M>--+ r22d<N>) =0 

dC + 
j(r2d<MN> + r21d<N, M>) =0 

In other words, 

dA + 2(1+r2)-1(rrd<M> rrd<N>) =0 

(1) 
dC + (r/r)d<M, N> =0 

A simple but interesting example may be constructed as 

follows. Let (Wt, Wt) be two-dimensional Brownian motion, 

and define 

2 
r(z) =z 

(2) zt = Mt = exp(Wt - 
2t) 

, At 

(e=N=v2w;, c=o 

Then 

dzt = ztdWt = V/r (zt) dWt 

det = dr(zt) dWt 

d<m>t = ztdt = r(zt)dt 

d<N>t. = 2dt = r(zt)dt 

d<MIN>t =0 

Hence 

frd<M> = rt dt = rtd<N> 

Therefore equations (1) are satisfied, with A=C=0. 

Hence Xt = (zt, 6 t) 
(exp (Wt - 2t) , V2 Wt) is a r-martingale 

on M for which both the 'local 'co-ordinate processes "are 

real-valued martingales (this property does not hold in 

general). 
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8.4 Example of an L2 r-martingale 

We shall modify the previous example slightly. Take 

a>0 and define a: [O, co) -' [0, co) by 

a(s) = /(a(1 + s)-a-1) I 

Taking r(z) = z2 as before, define 

zt = Mt = exp(ft a(s)dWs -1 a(s) 
2ds) 

0o 
rt 

9t = Nt =J a(s) V2 dWs 
0 

One may check by the method of §8.3 that (Xt) = (zt, et) is 

a r-martingale on M. We claim that x is an L2 r-martingale. 

for this, we must prove that for any stochastic development 

2 of X through r, the scalar quadratic variation [Z] 

satisfies: 

(1) sup E(( ]t) < co 
t 

By Corollary 1.5.1, 

t 
[Z]t =j gij(Xs)d<Xi, X>>s 

0 

where Xt = zt and Xt = O. , and the metric tensor (gib) is 

1+4z2 O 
(gib) =0 

z4 

One may readily calculate that for every a>0, 

sup E([Z]t) = exp(2) +6 exp(ý2) 
t 

which proves (1). 
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8.5 A I-martingale on the torus T2 which is also a 

martingale in R3 

Let r>a be positive numbers, and let 
S 

-, 
S be the circle {(x, O, z) : (x-r)2 + z2 = a`} r 

in the (x, z)-plane. Rotate S about 0 in the 

(x, y)-plane to form a torus T2, `resting'on the (x, y)-plane. 

We parametrize T2 by angles (T, (p). where y is measured in 

the (x, y)-plane, and cp is measured 'around S'. Thus the 

(x, y, z) -co-ordinates of the point (Y, cp) are: 

(1) x= (r - acos(p) cosy ,y= (r - acoscp) sing ,z= asiny 

It is easy to compute that the embedded metric g on T2 

has the following matrix, where y is co-ordinate 1 and 

is co-ordinate 2: 

(9iß) 
(r-acos(p) 20 

0 a2 

The Riemannian connectionr corresponding to g can be 

calculated from the usual formula in Kobayashi and 

Nomizu [20 , p. 160] , and is found to have 

rig m r1 ° siný/(ß - cosh) , r2 sin4(ß - cos4) 21 
(2) 

all other rjk 0, where ßa ä) 1 

Suppose 0 is a semimartingale on T2 . The condition for 0 to 

be ar -martingale can be written out in terms of the local co-ordinate 

processes (see Theorem 5.3.1, (V)): 

dTt + r12 d <Y . and and dot +1 rll d <7, y> 
2 

(3) 

are the differentials of real local martingales. 
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Let us decompose the co-ordinate processes (yt) and (fit) into their 

martingale and bounded variation parts. In differential notation, 

dyt a dMt + dAt 

(4) 

dot=dNt+dCt 

Assume is ar- martingale. By equations (3) 
, 

dAt --r2 d<M, N>t , dCt =1 rl1 d<M>t 
2 

Using equations (2), we can rewrite (4) as: 

dyt a dMt - [sinkt/(ß - cosýt)]d<M, N>t 

(5) 

dot = dNt +2 sinot(ß - cos4t)d<M>t 

Naturally '' is also a process in ßt3 , and the condition for it to be 

a martingale therein is that the Euclidean co-ordinate processes (x 
, yt, zt) 

are martingales. ' 

LEMMA 8.5.1 

If the co-ordinate processes (yt, Y in (5) have martingale parts (Mt'Nt) 

satisfying 

(6) d<N>t = cos$t(ß - cos$t)d<M>t 

then the Euclidean co-ordinate processes (xt, yt, zt) are martingales. 

Proof. First we apply Ito's formula to the z co-ordinate process zt a 

a sinkt . We obtain 

dzt = acos$t dot -I asinýt d<4,4>t 

acos4t dNt + acos$t I sin$t(ß - cost) d<M>t 

-l asin4 d<N>t 

acos4t dNt 
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by (6), verifying that (zt) is a martingale. 

It remains to examine (xt) and (yt ; actually it suffices to examine 

(xt) , since y(y, +) a x(y -2x, 4) " Applying Ito's formula to the 

expression 

xt = a(ß - coOt)cos4t 

we obtain (omitting the suffix t) 

a -1 dx a- (ß - cosc)siny dy + sin4 cosy dý 

-I (ß - cos$)cosy d<y, y) - sind siny d<y, 4> 
2 

+1 cos4 cosy d<4, c> 
2 

Using (5) and (6), this reduces to 

a -1 dx =- (ß - cos4)siny dM + sin4 cosy dN 

which verifies that (xt) is a martingale. 

We are now ready to construct a process 0 which is simultaneously a 

r -martingale'on T2 and a martingale in ]R3 . 

PROPOSITION 8.5.2 

Define h: S1 +]R by 

hýý) a max (cos4(ß - cos4) . 
O) 

Let (Wt, Wt) be 2-dimensional Brownian motion. For a given initial value 

the system of stochastic differential equations 

dy a dW 

(7) 
dý s /h-(4) dW' +I sln4'(ß - COS4') dt 

defines a unique process (0t) on T2 . Let E_ {(Y, 4) E T2 :-2<4<2} 

"the inner half of the torus". Suppose (Y., ý. ) EE, and let T be the 

first exit time of from E. Then (0t) stopped at t is simultaneously 

ar -martingale on T and a martingale in IR 
23 
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Proof. A unique solution to (7) exists and goes on for all time, because the 

coefficients are bounded and Lipschitz. The equations (7) conform to the 

requirements (5) for -Z to be ar -martingale, with 

Mt a Wt , Nt = JO Vh (ýs )dW I 

Up to time r, h(is) = coO 
s(ß - cos4s) and so (6) holds, showing that 

stopped at ¶ is a martingale in ]R3 o 

Remark. Such an example could also be constructed using a 1-dimensional 

driving Brownian motion (Wt) 
, namely: 

dy a dW - [sin4/(ß - coso)]ß/h(4) dt 

(7') 

d4 _ /h(ý) dW +1 siný(ß - cosh) dt 
2 

\ 

1 
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